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■ PART ONE

INTRODUCTION . ■ ■

Attendance and Organization of Work

1. The meeting was held at ECA Headquarters,, Addis Ababa, fror 9-13
November 198l. '

2. The meeting was attended by Businessmen, Representatives of Chambers of
Commerce and Representatives of Government from the following African countries:

Ethiopia. Ghana, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Liberia, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Nigeria, United Republic of Cameroon and Zimbabwe. Also attending were
representatives of the OAU9 ITC, UNIDO and ILO.

Opening Session

3. The Sennxar was officially opened by Mr. Marc Manirakiza, Deputy Executive
Secretary of the ECA.

k. In welcoming the participants, the Deputy Executive Secretary expressed his
appreciation for the attendance of participants who had not only left behind

vital business commitments but also had to finance their own participation.

He gave a brief over view of the economic situation in Africa and emphasized

that to achieve self-sustaining growth and development it was necessary to re

orientate the economic system in the region which held so much emphasis on the

export of primary commodities. Self-sustaining growth as advocated by the Lagos

Plan of Action called for increased in goods and services using raw materials.

It was therefore necessary for governments to develop and replace foreign factor

imputs with local ones, encourage production of goods and services to meet local

needs and promote indigenous entrepreneurship at all levels.

5. He expressed the view that the seminar might wish to examine the machinery,

incentive schemes and other programmes formulated by national governments to

assist indigenous entrepreneurship and to asses their effectiveness. This was

because indigenous entrepreneurship was still not developing linspite of incentive

schemes promulgated by virtually all African governments.

6, He stressed that the seminar focused on industrial entrepreneurship

because it had .a lot of advantages including the potential which manufacturing

offers in increases in output due to technological improvements; manufacturing .

also resulted in reduction of economic costs which was vital for Africa*s

vulnerable economy which was largely dependent on the export of primary

commodities. Manufacturing was also characterized by economies of large scale

production and created more opportunities for employment and product diversification.

He felt that the problems of Small Scale Entrepreneurs .merited special consideration

in view of the importance of this sector as the primary training ground for the
indigenous entrepreneural sector.
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7. He concluded by directing the seminar to make concrete recommendations
for consideration by African governments, associations of indigenous businessmen,
national institutions and international organizations. These recommendations
should focus on entrepreneurial capabilities in Africa together with constraints
that impeded its growth as well as ways and means of activating and sustaining
it. They should also formulate guidelines on promotional measures aimed at
upgrading African entrepreneurship. Finally he hoped that participants would

take advantage of the semianr to forge closer links and promote co-operation
for greater intra-African industrial production and trade.

8. Ato Betru Gebregziabher, Vice President of the EthiopianCChambers of

Commerce and President of the Addis Ababa Chambers of Commerce spoke next and
welcomed the participants to Addis Ababa. He expressed appreciation for the

initiative taken by ECA to organize the semirar and by assigning its experts
to stucly ways and means of promoting African indigenous entrepreneurship.

9. He referred to an earlier symposium held in Addis Ababa by African
Chambers of Commerce which proposed the formation of a Federation of an African
Chambers of Commerce by 1985 as a positive step towards improving African

entrepreneurshkp as well as the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action. He
emphasized the importance of intra-African trade and stated that the vertical
linkages of trade structure in most African countries with the metropolitan
countries have affected the mode of production, infrastructural development

and consumption patterns and have made mast African economies to remain mere

appendages of the industrialized rations. .

10. Finally he urged participants to take advantage of the opportunity offered

by the seminar to forge closer links among themselves in order to attain the
goals spelt out for indigenous entrepreneurshkp under the Lagos Plan of Action.

Election of Seminar Officials .....

11. The following were elected •

Chairman: Mr. Betru Gebregziabher Ethiopia

First Vice-Chairman Mr. Abner Batsch Zimbabwe

Second Vice-Chariman Mr. Diong Amadou Ivory Coast

Rapporteur Mr. Mohamed Alnaas Libya Jamhiriya

Adoption of Agenda and Organization of Work

12. The following agenda was adopted :

1. Opening of the Meeting: Statement by the Executive Secretary, Economic

Commission for Africa. ■ ' ■' ■'-

2. Election of Seminar officials: Chairman, two Vice-Chairmen and Rapporteur

3. Adoption of Agenda and Organization of Work
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k. Presentation of the Basic Document, "Report of a Survey on Development

of Industrial Entrepreneurship in Africa - A Sunthesis" by Consultant

- Development of entrepreneurial capabilities in the public sector

- Indigenous-private industrial entrepreneurial capabilities
- Foreign investors and entreprenejrship

- Joint ventures and entrepreneurship

- Development of capabilities for small-scale industrial entrepreneurs

5. Presentationoof other papers on related issues:

- The Role of the Private Sector in the Implementation of the Lagos Plan

of Action by ECA secretariat.

- Development of Indigenous Entrepreneurial Capability in Africa by ECA

secretariat.

- Country papers

6. Discussion of the Basic Document and other related papers

7. Proposed Pan-African Association of Industrialists and Merchants

8. Working Group meetings for preparation of action programmes and strategies

9. Presentation of Committee reports

10. Excursion sponsored by the Ethiopian chambers of Commerce

11. Any other business

12. Consideration and adoption of report

13. Closing session

incursion Agenda f-it.^ ,-mi

iin f°r "^education ™ certain features of

Report of the seminar
(agenda item 12)

four of this
approved iw

Conference of
198l

At its
report al ^1 f

sr\presented srevort on the o*™ <*reco^endations they contain appear in part-

T*1011 °n 13 noveraber W8l, the seminar
Sh°Uld be Presented *o the sixth
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PART TWO

ACCOUNT OF PLENARY.PROCEEDINGS

Presentation of the basic document prepared by ECA Consultent (Agenda item k)

15. The basic document for the seminar entitled ''Report of a Survey on

Development of Industrial Entrepreneurship in Africa - a synthesis (ECA/SAB.l/VP/1

and ECA/CMI.6/INR/WP/5) "was presented by the Consultant Mr. Geo.ge Mbowe. In

his presentation Mr. Mbove stressed that the salient points of the paper fell into

six parts9 namely:

- Entrepreneurial Role of State Enterprises

- Entrepreneurial Role of Indigenous Private Sector

- Foreign Investors and Entrepreneurship

-■ Entrepreneurshkp through Joint Ventures

- Small-Scale Industry Entrepreneurship

- Very small Scale Indignous Entrepreneurship

Presentation of other documents (Agenda item 5)

16. The next paper entitled the rIRole of the Private Sector in the Implementation

or'the Lagos Plan of Action" (PAMM/AB/2/81) was presented by the ECA Secretariat.
In presenting the paper he stated that the LPA aimed at the exploitation of the

region's national resources and the moblization of its human and material resources

to generate aceelerated self-sustaining growth and development. In strategic

terms this meant among other things the reorientation of Africa's entrepreneurial

skills and investment preferences from the traditional import/export pattern^

rea i estate into productive manufacturing ventures. The first task was for a

full understanding of the LPA publicity in the various African countries was

essential. The LPA called for investment in local processing of raw materials

into finished products. The plan offered opportunities for food processing

and other secondary industries as veil as techroJogy transfer and adaptation.

There were also promising prospects for intra-African trade as well as the

formation of joint ventures by indigenous entrepreneurs across national

frontiers. He outlined some of the constraints under whic* private

entrepreneurs operated and expressed the hope that the seminar would make concrete

proposals and that concerted effort would be taken by all involved to strengthen

it.

17. The next paper presented was •'Development of Indigenous Entrepreneurship

capability in Africa (PAMM/AB/3/81) !iby the ECA Secretariat. The Secretariat

stressed the importance of indigenous entrepreneurship in Africa which was presently

at a low level. Governments could do a lot to promote indigenous entrepreneurship

by providing training facilities information and data to businessmen. R & D

Institutions also had a role to play. Similarly public corporations and big

companies could help by sub-contrasting, providing technical assistance including

the secondment of surplus staff to young companies. Businessmen themselves should

learn to stand on their own fast and should join busnessmen Asstrciarfcions including
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Chambers of Commerce. It appeared that the various incentive schemes of
government were not producing the designed results and the seminar should

examine their effectiveness.

Discussions of the basic documents and other related papers (agenda item 6}

.18. In the discussions that followed the presentation of papers ECA/SAN.l/IHR'
WP.l, PAMM AB/3/81 by the consultant and the Secretariat, delegates commended
their claeity and quality. They made a number of pertinent comments to clarify
and modify certain points,raised a number of problems they encounter as
entrepreneurs and offered several suggestions with a view to overcoming such

problems.

19. There was some difficulty in defining a small businessin the African context.
Several definitions were mentioned including that of the World Bank which was
based on a financial criteria. It was felt that a flexible definition was the^
best but at the same time the seminar should not be bogged down on definition issues.

20. Many Governments did not favour the emergence of indigenous entrepreneurs

as this might create an army of tycoons - hence direct State intervention in

production ventures was gaining ground.

21. Training was important for the development of indigenous entrepreneurship.

Small -ompanies should be assisted with scholarships to improve the skills and
capabilities of their workers. Governments should also ensure that small firms

benefit from bilateral assistance offered by foreign countries.

22. The ECA Secretariat was commended for its two papers which focussed
on" real problems faced by indigenous entrepreneurs. ECA was also commended for
the initiative it took to arrange the seminar in recognition of the dynamic rble

of private entrepreneurship.

23. The role of the private sector in the implementation of the LPA was important.

As"far as publicity to the LPA was concerned it was felt that ECA and national
governments could do more, UN Information Centres in the various African countries

could be used to publicize the LPA and publicity should also be given in schools

and universities,

24. African businessmen in some countries did not have a full picture of national

problems and were not given the opportunity to propose solutions. The lacfc of

information was critical. In some countries vital information was provided to

foreign businessmen and not to indigenous ones.

25. Tbere was a pressing need for a Federation of African Industrialists

and merchants to promote a more co-ordinated and integrated pattern of development.

Further meetings and exchange of views by indigenous entrepreneurswill help

to consolidate Africa's struggle for economic self-reliance.

26« Though African countries lacked adequately trained manpower they do not ■

iaafce maximum use of the available skills. No effort was'being made to encourage

the return of trained Africans abroad. Qualified Africans abroad should be encouraged

to return home even if not to their countries of origin. It was pointed out that

there were over Uo,000 such persons in Europe alone and Businessmen could assist
through a number of ways including recruitment under their expatriate recruitment

quota.
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27. The poor state and quality of African entrepreneurship was inpart
attributed to Africa's social and cultural tradition and environment which
tended to affect and retard the development of African entrepreneurship.
Citing the success of Japan and Korea it was noted that entrepreneurship
depended^largely on human effort. Japan for instance had the"right culture and
leadership. Right leadership and political stability are necessary ingredients
for the development of entrepreneurship and its success in Africa.

28. It was pointed out that Africa had great potentialities for small-scale
manufacturing entreprises and that advantage should be taken of the abudant talents
to set up a large sffiall-scale industrial base. African countries must be prepared
to develop and acquire the industrial habit.

29. Discussing the problems of African entrepreneurs,it was noted that Governments
were not doing much to foster its growth. Although some measures had been taken
by goverhmstns through the establishment of credit banks in both urban and rural
areas as well as other incentive schemes such as the establishment of industrial
Estates and tax relief"measures, the attitude of responsible public servants
charged with the operation of there schemes has not been condusive to the promotion
and development of entrepreneurship. Officials in Ministres of Industries ana" other
relevant departments do not have the capabilities to provide adequately the services
required by mdegenous entrepreneurs. It was important that these services should
be provided by civil servants with the requisite training and expertise. It was
suggested that the civil service should be able to attract experienced personnel
from the private sector to provide: this needed service.

30, On the over-all question of training it was pointed out that Africa's trained
manpower is usually foreign oriented. Training was not generally geared or related
to the needs of Africa

31- Governments should be able to assist entrepreneurship and industrial development
through extension services as it is done for farmers. Such services could relate
to the acquisition of raw materials, storage facilities, marketing of products3
training, technical assistance in the development of their entreprises, choice and
acquisition of equipment as well as import licences for capital goods.

32. Businessmen and entrepreneurs should enjoy the confidence of governments and
should be recognized as important partners and contributors in the development
process, m the creation of jobs, production of goods and services needed by the
society and m the improvement of the living standards.

33. It was suggested that African governments should undertake a natural ■ .
resource survey to enable entrepreneurs, to know what resources and raw materials

are available for local manufacture. Entrepreneurs should be assisted to make use

of available resources which offered great prospects for multifarious small scale
industrial projects. Governments should therefore create the necessary infrastructure
to facilitate the activities of entrepreneurs. This should not be left to businessmen
alone.

34> ^On their part, businessmen should organize themselves so that they can present
p. united front to government. They should therefore join the Businessmen Associations
which serve as a bridge between government and the business community. It was also
pointed out that several businessmen had not lived up to expectation. They have
misused credit granted to them and indulged in ostentatious living. Businessmen
must also endeavour to help governments.
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35 4 It was pointed out that entrepreneurs or industrialists were capable of providing

great assistance to Governments in the formulation of economic development policies

and programmes and in their, effective implementation. However Governments in

some countries ,were not making adequate, use'" of entrepreneurs in their planning activrtiji

For instance, in some countries they are not consulted on aspects of the budget or

the National Development Plan, Governments must cultivate the right attitudes tow .d

industrialists and be able to confide in them. In some countries9 government as? ,o:mce

to the private sector has been confined to small-scale enterprises. The big en"* jr-

prises have no such assistance> These organizations also needed assistance irulu&inr,

the provision of information, and technical assistance and advice in the conduct

of their operations. Sometimes their demands for capital exceeded the capacity

of local banks and governments assistance was necessary to secure needed financing. The

bigger indigenous enterprises suffered undue discrimination in favour of expatriate

entrepreneurs in seeking loans from local banks. While indegenous entrepreneurs were c

called upon to provide collateral and satisfy certian conditions, expatriate entre

preneurs were granted easier terms. Foreign businessmen should be required to brin^

a considerable proportion of the capital they needed for their enterprises from

outside. African entrepreneurs needed facilities for export credit garantees.

Governments should create the mechanism through which, entrepreneurs could take advantage
of equipment suppliers credit,

36. It was suggested that Governments should establish effective development finanes

institutions or banks which would not only grant credit but also provide technical

assistance through involvement in all stages of :the' development of enterprises.

Development finance anstitutions assist in the acquisition of equipment at reasonable

prices after thorough research of the market,, assist in the choice of technology

and help develop enterprises and in the implementation of projects.

•V ff/gg that to facilita*e the development of skills conducive to
industrial development African education systems should be reoriented to emphasis
mathematics teaching and business education in order to produce eventually the
technicians, technologists, engineering and other professional men needed in industry.

38. With respect to the grievances and problems of businessmen relating to finance
^PT1Si°^°f inCentive B<**™* ^ ^er forms of assistance., some delegates
Sve beenLt^,-Trf ^ ^ d°lng thelr beSt t0 hel^ Seve™l institutio
have been aided in lU* G°Te™ent9 *° pr°Yide assistance to businessmen. Business-
IZLt ^ • I acquisition of credit and other facilities to enable them

of investment codes which have giv^

f^repreneurs. I* certain countries, ministries^
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Programme ;On the Industrial Development Decade for Africa

41. The Secretariat presented a brief account of the Industrial Development

Decade for Africa. He stated that the proposals in the document were in

four parts, namely,

Part I - Attempts to develop some concepts and to indicate a

general strategic framework which can serve as re

ference point for the decision makers in their efforts

to promote integrated and self-sustained industrializa

tion at the national, sub-regional and regional

levels.

Part II - Tries to identify the major industrial project ideas

within the priority industrial subsectors and proceeds

on basis of:

(a) priorities given in the Lagos Plan of Action;

(b) provision of inputs to other industry and economic

activities particularly agriculture;

(c) optimum utilisation of domestic resources

mainly for African use, following the self-

sustainment objective;

(d) substitution of essential imported inputs in

which capabilities of member States to import are

becoming increasingly1 difficult,

(e) exploitation of growth promoting effects of basic

industries. This Part II also indicates the factor

input implications which form the basis for

self-reliant, self-sustaining, integrated, inter

linked and integrated;development of industry. The

capabilities and capacities for the development

promotion and implementation of projects are also

dealt with under Part II.

Part III - Makes proposals on the modalities which could be undertaken

at the national, subregional, regional and global levels

for elaborating a programme for the decade, including

appropriate machineries for co-ordinating, monitoring and

reporting on the implementation of the programme.

Part IV - Proposes a number of short-term and long-term measures for
the implementation of the decade programme. Emphasis has

been placed on actions at the national level, since it is

at the national level that the foundation for the success

of the decade v;ill be based. Actions at the subregional,

regional and global levels are simply to reinforce those

initiated at the national level.
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$2. It was pointed out that the meeting was of particular significance and

was most opportune as it was taking place at the beginning of the Industrial

Development Decade for Africa. The success of the Decade would depend on the

availability of trained manpower in technological and other related fields.

Another highlight of the decade dealt with the development of indigenous

African entrepreneurs. These require not only know-how but also trie basic,

culture of industry. UNIDO in particular would want to know the problems*of

African entrepreneurs. What facilities were required by entrepreneurs? Were

there schemes for providing risk gvrantees. Businessmen should be aware that

there was a limit to what governments could do. Governments should, however,

create the necessary environment to generate initiative on the part of

industrialists and unless this was done the problems would increase.

43. Delegates were informed of the various services that UNIDO provided to

industrialists. Information centres had been established in a number of

capitals to provide information and guidance to businessmen. There were

also facilities for training. Arrangements could be made for a group or

groups of industrialists to visit other countries, e.g. India, Brazil, Egypt,

Algeria to observe enterpereneurial developments and to hold discussions

with their counter parts and exchange ideas. Interested delegates could

write to the ECA and UNIDO to obtain more information about UNIDO1s training
programmes.

44., Case studies should be prepared of selected countries in Africa where

government policies have successfully fostered indigenous entrepreneurship

and where a strong industrial sector has emerged. Study tours of industrialists

and policy makers should be arranged so as to learn from the experience of

countries within the Region which have similar socio-economic and technological

conditions.

45. The seminar discussed the proposal by the Secretariat to establish an

African Association of Industrialists and Merchants. The main objectives

of such an association would be to provide a forum for the exchange of ideas

and experiences, to provide services to members and to harmonize ideas as to

how to influence governments on critical industrial issues such as the growth

of indigenious entrepreneurship and the Industrial Development Decade for

Africa. Such an association would provide an umbrella under which to tackle

common problems at national, subregional, and regional levels.

46. There was general agreement in principle regarding the validity and use
fulness of the proposals. Some delegates however, felt that since industrialists

and merchants represented different interests it might not be proper to bring

them together under one umbrella. It was also suggested that the emphasis

should be on national associations in each country. These would then form an

apex organization at the continental level.

47. The need to establish the Association at the regional level at this stage

was crucial because it might take countries some years to establish national

associations and this might delay the realization of the plan. UNIDO strongly

supported the establishment of the association. It was suggested that the

establishment of the association should be accepted in principle and that the ECA

and UNIDO should undertake to study the matter further in the light of the

discussions and to prepare appropriate documents and guidelines for consideration

at the next meeting. Detailed examination of the issue was referred to one of

the Working Groups.
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Country presentation of papers (agenda item 5}

Ethiopia - The Agricultural and Industrial Development Bank'

48. The Agricultural and Industrial Dcvolornont Bank.played a major role in promotina
the government's development programme by making available credit.to entrepreneurs

and-farmers both in the public and private sectors. Ir the industrial sector the.

Bank stimulated development by financing large, m^diur: and small-scale projects which
■ire likely to contribute to the establishment of a aound industrial base. The Bank

is also involved-in rendering technical /advice to entrepreneurs and helping them to

place their business on a proper footing. Extensive project appraisal is undertaken

by the Bank to determine the viability of bankable projects and repayment of loans
is fixed accordingly,

Cameroon

49., The Government was committed to the policy of industrialization and had set up

certain credit institutions and related structures specifically to thut end. But thes,-

were inadequate. Proposals had, however,, bean made in the Fifth Five-Year Development
■ Plan for the setting up of new structures designed to improve on the services and

aid to-.bo rendered'to entrepreneurs for the development of industries. Indigenous
entrepreneurs and businessmen had heen fully associated with- the drawing up of the

nation's Development' Plan since the draft plan was considered by the Economic and
Social Council on'which leading entrepreneurs and businessmen drawn from all'parts of
the country were represented, before it .was considered.for adoption by the National
Assembly. The- lack of information on available facilities and opportunities was,
however, a major constraint and even when decisions affecting small and medium

enterprises were taken the relevant information did not get down to those concerned.

Ivory Coast

50. At independence there were only a few indigenous businessmen and most of them

were mainly in the commercial sector. There has however been a lot of progress since
the Government took great interest in the issue of industrialization and the need to
develop indigenous entrepreneurs. Government has set up a Secretariat of State for
small-scale industries c.s well as a bureau for promoting small-scale entrepreneurship.
There are a number of financing institutions which operate to assist businessmen. Thr-
investment code of Ivory Coast has opened a lot of opportunities for local businessmen

through guranteeing them exclusive area;- of operation ^nranq other facilities and
advantages.

Nigeria

The Role of the Nigerian Industrial Development Bank in the Development
of Nigeria's Entrepreneurial Capability

51. Indigenous entrepreneurship in Nigeria has been stimulated by the Nigerian

Enterprises (Indigenisation) Act, of 1972 and 1977 which clearly demarcates and restricts
areas in which foreign citizens to secure an appreciable and increasing participation
in the growing industrial and commercial prosperity of their national economy, "in th--
regard the NIDB plays a vital role. It has both developmental and banking functions
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Its development activities include the investigation of new investment opportunities

and_getting businessmen to be interested in them, general assessment of the viability
of industrial projects and the provision of technical assistance to entrepreneurs ';
Tae banking function of the Bank consists of making tunds available for industrial
investment. ...

52, The Bank was keen on the management of industrial projects which was generally
weak due to the shortage of skilled manpower and technicians. In this respect it
was felt that an important service which could be rendered to indigenous entrepreneurs
was to improve the management capability of their enterprises. The Bank had

decentralized its activities by establishing branches in various parts of the country
and loans to indigenous entrepreneurs have increased over the years vis-a-vis loans
to foreign businessmen.

Liberia

53, The West African Market Research and Investment Analysis Agency (WAMARIAA) is an
fc -tonomous body specializes in subregional market research and investment analysis.
It undertakes studies to improve the investment climate, identifies industrial
opportunities, evaluates feasibility of projects and attracts investment. It aiso
assists investors, arranges financing and undertakes studies for the improvement of
productivity. it has also succeeded to establish a venture capital scheme to service
*r r^ r^s* bearin9 medium fo* small-scale businesses. It has branches in a number
o± West African countries.
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PART THREE

ORGANISATION Ot WORKING GROUPS

5'1 The seminar set ur> two working groups each of which was

to be presided"' over by one of the two vice chairmen. Each

workinq ^roup was expected to elect its own rapporteur. The

bureau of the working frouns were as follows: -

Chairman

Rapporteur

Chairman

^aprtorteur

'"orkins* Group I

Mr. ALner Botsh

Mr. Henry P. Moses -" uyaba

Forking Group II

?(7r. t)ion? Amadou

Mr. Charles Anyama

- Zimbabwe

Liberia

Ivory Coast

Kenya

55- Each working group was assigned a group of topics on which

it was expected to conduct discussions, arrive at conclusions

and then ' coir e-1 Up with concrete recommendations for f ol low-up

actions.

PART POUR: REPORTS OF WORKING GROUPS

"orKin? Group I

56. • ,'orkin^ Groun I was assigned the task of discussing and

makinp recommendations on the roles of various categories of

entrepreneurships, and also on tSie ororjosed Pan African Association

of Manufacturers and Merchants.

57. In considering this subject the following were recommended:

Public (State) Sector Lntrepreneursnip

(a) J>tate sector is expected to provide leadership role in

proper investment selection fror» sectors of tlt'e economy,

involving enunciation of national objectives, priority

sectors, inter-relationshin of activities. ■

(;b) . State sector eittrepreneurship should spearhead the proper

selection of projects which will bring about structural

change in the economy, and take the lead in starting

hard core industries such as those in netals, engineering,

chemicals , etc.
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(c) State sector should make conscious effort to take

the lead in locating industries in the backward

areas, especially those shunned by the private

entrepreneurs.

(d) The entrepreneurial activities of the state sector
are expected to assist the growth of small scale

industries by extending infrastructural technical
and financial support to this sector.

(e) State sector has a role and duty to ensure that

suitable technology is beinjr used in the economy,

and must also provide leadership in conforming to

acceptable standardization and quality control.

(*) Py virtue of its significant position in the economy,
the state sector is exnected to take ?. lead in

industrial capability developrent, particularly

training of indigenous manpower in technical, managerial
and operational skills.

(.")' State sector can assuir.e a leadership role in ensuring
that appropriate industrial data and information storape

systems are established. r

(h) State enterprises should be aware of the importance of
their potential role in the promotion of multinational

industrial cooperation, particularly in t>asic industries.

IncTipenous Private Entrepreneur shirs

58. In considering this subjoct, the narticinants recognized the

vital role which the private entrepreneurs, in collaboration with
the nullic sector, coulc. play in industrial development. Consequently,
private entrepreneurs and the state sector must see their role as
complementary both in objectives and strategies of economie and
industrial development.

59. it is crucial that indigenous private entrepreneurs, who are
also operators and executors of industrial projects, should be

regarded as an integral part of the planning and implementation
process, and this calls for the strengthening of mutual confidence

and trust between government anJ entrepreneurs. There should thus
be constant articulation and covergence of views between the
indigenous private and Public sectors with regard to national
development objectives and foals.
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gg# On their part, the private entrepreneurs should also make

extra effort to bring into focus the problems impeding their

development and cooperate effectively among themselves in the

resolution of such problems.

61. In the light of the above considerations the following

areas were considered to be of. importance regarding the entrepre

neurial role of the indigenous private sector:

(a) the establishment of industries which cater for mass

consumption;

(b) the development of industrial culture and discipline

together with consciousness of the importance of

proper project identification; selection, reflected

particularly in their decisions based strictly on

economic criteria;

(c) mobilization of domestic savinps for industrial

development, which otherwise would remain idle;

(d) provision of maximum services to the peasants and

workers through expanded network of production and

distribution system for consumer goods ;

(e) promotion of export-oriented production activities

to increase foreign exchange earnings for achieving

self-reliance; thus giving a relief to the tax payers;

(f) implementing government policies especially as

embodied in industrial strategy;.

(g) generating employment through application of

appropriate technology;

(h) producing inputs required by the large-scale industrial

state enterprises;

(i) supplementing and complimenting efforts in the

industrialization process; utilizing local raw materials;

developing technologies; increasing manpower capabilities;

upgrading human skills; producing local factor inputs, etc

Entrepreneurial Tlole of Joint Ventures

62. The particinants took note of the fact that patterns of

joint ventures could be grouped into four major categories, namely:

(i) Domestic joint ventures;

(ii) International ioint ventures;

(iii) Joint ventures among developing countries;

(iv) Joint ventures among African countries themselves.
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63. Some of the identified areas in which joint venture entre-

preneurship could contribute to accelerated industrial development,

were recommended as Follows:

(a) Particularly where a foreign partner is involved,

there is the added advantage for the host country

to have access to tools and skills for proper project

preparation, sta'.le supply of raw materials, equipment,

plant and machinery and procurement arrangements;

(c) Joint venture entrep-eneurship, if properly negotiated

and executed, should act as a conduit for acquisition

of management know-how and for an absorption of the

complex system of modern entrepreneurial endeavour,

including also the progressive training of local staff

for responsible positions;

(d) Joint ventures in Africa could assume an effective

leadership role for effective technology transfer and

its successful absorption;

(e) The pooling of resources a:nong partners could also

provide a leadership role for marketing opportunities,

including intra-African and/or export oriented industries;

(f) Joint ventures could be instrumental in setting up

optimum sized nlants.

Entrepreneurial I.ole of Foreign Investors

64. Although tensions associated with foreign enterprises have

been somewhat similar from one country to another, the participants

acknowledged that the entrepreneurial role of foreign investment

is useful in various areas. In view of this, the following

recommendations were made:

(a) Employment generation by the entrepreneurial role of

foreign investnert appears to be generally positive,

though modest, in the context of the total economy, due

to preference for capital intensive technology;

(b) Contribution to local managerial capabilities development

through the role of foreign investment could be saia to

be positive, but the process has not been significant;
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(c) Provided local entrepreneur-ship development of technology

by foreign investors makes a significant impact foreign

entrepreneurs could play a crucial role in importation

of technologies not developed in the host country;

(d) The potential, of foreign investors for their more

positive contribution in establishing full facilities

for R § D in the host country has still to be exploited;

(e) With careful study of areas suitable for foreign

investors and proper guidelines of activities opened to

them, great potential exists for foreign investors to

contribute to national priorities;

(f) Foreign entrepreneurial leadership in efficient

management provides a healthy competition to indigenous

iState and private entrepreneurs; ■

(g) By virtue of their external business connexions, many

foreign companies could provide leadership in external

mobilization of resources in favour of the host country;

(h) Because of their earlier start in industrial enterprises,

information systems in foreign enterprises^ is well

organized,. This is an area in which foreign enterprises

can contribute very substantially to development of

local entrepreneurs;

(i) Foreign investors could be beneficial to local

entrepreneurship development by promoting industrial

culture, including systems of investment analysis;

production raanagerent; inv^.n -ory control; corporate

planning; marketing, etc.

Role of Small-scale Ertrepreneurship

65. The participants recognized the undisputed fact than the

growth in the number and quality of small-scale enterprises is

one of the prerequisites for the survival of any economy. They

recognized too that small-scale industries function as a training

ground for entrepreneurs who car thus be developed through doing.

By their growth and spread and contribution to direct productive

activities, small-scale entrepreneurs could help the economy in the

following:
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(a) creating and spreading new employment opportunities

over the entire spectrum of tlie economy at minimum

capital expenditure;

(b) improving quality of labour and other skills through

practical experience which could be used by relatively

large-scale industries at some liter sta^e;

(c) introducing new supply for basic products which never

existed before and thereby assisting to improve the

standards of living of the people, particularly in

the rural areas;

(d) promoting the use of locally available raw material;

e.ff. production of bricks or other building material;

foodstuffs; implements; utensils; etc.

(e) opening new venues for the promotion of labour-intensive

export products- e.p. carvinps; ivory art,works; carpets;

etc. " ' . ' ;

(f) increasing capital flows into sub-sectors which btherwise

would not have attracted any kind of modern capital;

(£) generating innovative ideas for econoric activities,

especially introduction of new modern technology and

know-how where it was previously unknown;

(h) with his advantage for a realistic perception of local

cultural environment and assessment of local demand, a

small-scale entrepreneur could easily fill the gap

which cannot be satisfied from a national overview.
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r.eioort of STorking Group II

66. Group II was assigned the task of discussina and making recommendations on the

Development of Indigenous Fntreprenourship.

67. The Committee had. before it documentation prepared by the ECA Secretariat

including the basic worMng document prepared hy an ECA consultant. These documents

were examined and used as guidelines for the purpose of reaching conclusions on the

formulation of recommendations on the suhiectP.

1, Jh&.development of industrial entrepreneurship in.the Public Sector:-

66, In discussing the above mentioned topic, the group observed, among other issues,

that setting up of state corporations by and'large are influeneed by political consi
derations even where such industries or services could be more successfully implemented

by the private sector with minimum government support. Therefore, before a state^

enterprise is set up a feasibility study must be undertaken by indigenous professionals.

69. Also the discussions highlighted, two rtain issues, the problem of decision

structure and investment criteria versus the concept of efficiency. Delegates therefore

agreed on the following recommendations:

(a) Clear objectives and policy guidelines should ho given by the governments,

and mechanisms for monitoring and reporting performance be incorporated in the

structure of state enterprises;

(b) As far as possible, a realistic definition of commercial and socio-economic

objectives should be given as guidelines for future measurement of performance

of each enterprise;

(c) Decision structures and investment criteria should be such as to give ample

autonomy and therefore corresponding accountability in the decision making

process and performance without losing siqht of maximizing efficiency;

(d) In planning and operation of state enterprises clear and realistic pricing

policy guidelines should'}S"c:'set ^

<e) State enterprises should promote diversification throuah suh-contracting and

contracting arrangements with smaller enterprises where they could guarantee

the purchases of their products as well as assist in the procurement of inputs;

(f) Provision should be made for injecting independent competent business people

in the boards of Directors and managements of state corporations;

(g) Efforts should be made to staff state enterprises with just enough suitably

qualified personnel;
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(h) State corporations should make greater use of indigenous professional

consultancy services v;itv a view to obtaininci morn relevant advices reflecting

actual conditions, thus lessening dependence on foreign consultants and

saving much needed foreign exchange;

(i) State enterprises, individually or jointly, should organize study tours to

similar state enterprises in other countries within or outside the African region,

with a vievT to learnincr from sucessful state enterprises in other developing

countries. &fter these study tours, the state enterprises involved should organize

national seminars on the lessons learned from the tours, including considerations

of technical assistance from the enterprises visited, joint ventures with them,

etc.

2. Development of Indigenous Private Sntrepreneurship

70. Delegates were of the opinion that in many cases private indigenous entrepreneurs

had been neglected by the state. Where incentives are given, this is done grudgingly.

■ Consenquently, delegates recommended that;-

(a) Provision should be made to include private sector representatives and other

indigenous private entrepreneurs in the formulation of government's industrial

and commercial policies;

(b) Governments should set ud institutions such as industrial development boards or

Centres with private sector representatives, from which potential indigenous

entrepreneurs can obtain appropriate information on investment opportunities;

this would include also project profiles and even feasibility studies at

nominal costs;

(c) Governments should provide a coordinating machinery which would prevent the

possibility of excessive duplication in the choice of .products manufactured;

(d) Governments should, set up an export promotion body or strengthen existing ones

to help-find markets for the locally manufactured products by private enter

prises;

<e) Governments should set up export financing and export credit guarantee schemes

to help export-insurance finance of private enterprise;

(f) Where bi -or multilateral payments arrangements do not exist between trading

states, efforts should be made to establish such arrangements;

(g) Industrial development financina institutions should not only provide loans to

indigenous entrepreneurs but they should also assist them to implement the

projects through the various stages of involvement i.e. feasibility studies,

negotiations, management, advisory services, etc.
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(h) Governments should give assistance in the identification, selection and procurement

of raw materials, givinq preference to locallv available sources within the

African region;

(i) Governments should assist entrepreneurs in the. search and procurement of equipments,

technology, know how and the commercialization of research results, particularly

in the adaptation, adoption and development of industrial technology;

(j) Governments should take a new approach in formulating their educational systems

by emphasizing practical technical training related to the needs of industrial

production, in this respect the industrial entrepreneur should bring their influence

to bear on the aovernements:

(k) Taking into consideration the traditional role of women as entrepreneurs, women should

be encouraged and fully involved in industrial entrepreneura1 schemes in the

traditional as well as in the modern sector.

3. Small-gcale Industry Entrepreneurship

7X. The Committee examined the above mentioned topic and while recongnizing the

important role it plays in everv sector of the economy observed the urgent need to

develop adequate consideration to improving the developments of management, technology,

finance, organization, marketing and other economic 'aspects of the small-scale

industry sector in which the bulk of the private indigenous entrepreneurs are

involved.

Consequently,, the committee recommended the following:

(a) Governments should take adequate measures to popularize the need of developing

small-scale industries especially through mass media, other national campaigns and

publicity;
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(b) Governments should set up industrial clinics which would serve the

interests of small enterprises and entrepreneurs and ensure their

successful conception and implementation;

(c) Large private.and public enterprises should encourage the development

of small enterprises by way of subcontracting the production of

components,, parts or ptc'iaging, etc, and also assisting these small

enterprises to improve their system and standards of production,, marketing

etc. i

(d) Appropriate specialized financing institutions for small enterprises

should be set up where they do not exist and should not limit themselves

only to the granting of soft loans but should also undertake follow-up

•actions which include appropriate assistance at all stages of project

implementation. Such assistance should include, among others, feasibility

studies, planning, selection and procurement of equipments consultancy

services, management, etc. Governments should also improve, where they

exist, or develop, where they do not, infrastructural facilities such as

industrial estates, R & D, testing facilities, banking, etc.;

(e) National committees for small-scale industries should be established

by Governments. Such committees should comprise a cross-section of

experts from the productive sectoral ministries and representatives of small-

scale entrepreneurs with mandates to formulate proposals for solving current

problem o£ small enterpreneurs^

(f) Adequate and appropriate schemes should be developed to identify and train

suitable indigenous officials who will undertake industrial extension and

other services to develop small enterprises. Such .training may take the form

of attending courses in specialized institutions., in the job training^

exchange visit programmes, group seminars, etc.;

(g) Training schemes should also be developed for training small-scale

industrial entrepreneurs. Such schemes should include mobile workshops

local group seminars, on the job training, etc. In tiiis connexion, African

training institutions should devise systems of training which will

encourage the generation of indigenous entrepreneurs in industry;

(h) Appropriate information mechanisms should also be developed to assist small

entrepreneurs to be well informed not only of national activities in

their sphere of business but also international activities whereby they can

be in contact, with their counterparts and exchange their experiences for

their mutual benefits;

(i) Governmente should, jointly or individually, prepare directories on project

profiles, indicating broad technical and financial paremeters of relevant or

priority projects including approximate capital cost, return on investment,

availability of raw material size of market, sources of equipment, etc., for

use of entrepreneurs at the small-scale level;

(j) Special institutions should be created to act as marketing agency for

the products of small-scale entrepreneurs -
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h. Meagures for improving the performance of joint yentrues andientrepreneurship

72. The development of industrial capabilities of local enterprises and joint

ventures in African countries is a@ longer controversial. But the instrumental

development policies for promoting industrial development may vary from1 country to

country depending on the social, political and cultural economic "background of

each country. TKese elements constitute the focus of government policies and

goals for their societies. Although there are these differences in economic

philosophies3 there are evidences that joint ventures can play inevitable role in

the industrialisation process of African countries. Measures for promoting entre-

preneurship through joint ventures are all aimed at increasing the development of

political, economic and social parameters. These measures are intended in the

final analysis to achieve the following objectives;

- to acquire capital and technology;

- to improve management skills:

- to generate maximum benefits to the national economy

at ainimum costs:

73. designing and formulating an industrial strategy through joint venture

entrepieneurship is a task which involves:

(i) assessment of expected benefits of joint ventures with the political

social interest of the country;

(ii) calculation of implications of foreign exchange;

(iii) the pattern of management and ownership;

(iv) the manner of operations of the ventures.

7V, Delegate recognized the differences in the political environments among African

countries and appreciated that no uniform measures of national support could be decided

to be applied by all African countries. An important aspect which arose from tee

seminar was that there was need to improve the negotiating capabilities for joint
ventures of all local agents engaged in industrial promotion.

75. The specific measures recommended by the delegates after examining the basic

document in detail covered the following spectrum:

1. the formulation of a proper and fair joint venture agreement;

2. regarding equity participationby the foreign partner;

3. choice and periodic updating of technology based on its adaptation to local

needs 5

h. the training of local personnel policies and manuals;

5. the determination of various financial parameters in the working of

joint ventures;

6, the determination of guidelines for marketing strategies;
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7. formulation of policy guidelines on industries considered suitable for

domestic and international joint ventures-

8. development of local capacity for joint venture negotiations*,

9. encouragement by government in the formation of domestic joint

venture to maximize the benefits of economies of scale;

10. promotion of national, subregional, regional and international

joint ventures among developing countries;

11. exchange of experience among African countries with respect

to formulation of joint venture agreements.;,

12. use of local institutions in joint venture negotiations;

13. use of manuals on technology transfer., joint venture, agreement,

etc. prepared by IMIDO, UNCTAD, Centre for Transnational Corporation etc..
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V' The delegates recognized the need for the establishment of a national

machinery for votting or assisting in formulating joint venture agreements.

5. Foreign Invas.tor-9-arid Entreprengmtshjlp

7- Foreign inventors and entrepreneurship from developed countries can be
useful instruments of escpandina sales both in the home markets and in_
foreign markets. It was agreed by the delegates that foreign enterprises

wer- generally very useful instruments for breaking -into- the overseas markets
of the foreign investors, thus creating export opportunities for African

countries in addition to satisfying their import substitution aims. It was

emphasised that since foreign investments may not take into consideration

national interests, it was desirable that governments formulate clear _
policies and Guidelines with respect to sectors or activities open to foreign

investments and antrepreneurship. ... ...

1'.. In the light of the discussion'on this subject, the delegates made the

following recommendations:

(i) In order to maximize the mutual net benefits of foreign invest
ments anr* entrepreneurship, African countries should formulate

or establish at national level a Liaison Committee between the

planning authority and bodies which represent foreign investors

and entrepreneurs. The Committee should serve to establish real

contacts and review the problems of foreign investors;

- Governments should carry out subsectoral industrial studies
w:.th a view tc identifyina desirable activities for foreign

investments,

-■ Governments, should formulate legislation which control the

activities of foreign investments;

- Schemes ot appropriate incentives should be devised to

ensure that the rains of such investments accrue to

both parties.

<ii) Government should stipulate clear policies with regard to incentives
for extracting foreign investments and entrepreneurs particularly

witv respect tor

tax relief

-- profit and dividend repatriation

- cax concessions on importation of machinery, equipment

anr spare parts as well as other priveleges

- marketing protection incentives.

(iii) Public policy should be clearly spelt out with regard to:

- development of indigenous technologies

- importing of technical and managerial skills

- importation of second hand plants

-■ processing local raw materials
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- training industrial manpower

- development of priority industries in collaboration with

foreign investors.

iiv) Removal of existing institutional and other disincentives

(v) Information data on locally available raw materials and energy should
be maintained and updated as frequently as possible with a view to

furnishing useful data to potential foreign investors.

(vi) Market incentives should be re-examined with a view to adopting
suitable fiscal measures such as taxes and import duties on raw

materials and finished products in order to promote or encourage

local manufacturing

(vii) Government should establish guidelines and machinery for assisting

negotiations for establishing foreign investments in African

countries

(viii) Government policy with respect to foreign investments should have

a bias of encouraging foreign investors to set up activities for

manufacturincr imported raw materials and components used in

assembling industries

(ix) Government should re-stress the policy on training of local

personnel and also should create machinery for supervising

manpower training in all industrial disciplines

(x) Recruitment policy for staffing senior positions in foreign

owned enterprises should be formulated by government and the

machinery for its enforcement should be devised by Governments

(xi) The criteria for assessing the net gains to the host governments

to be derived from foreign investments should always be

established

(xii) Mechanism should be created to discourage practices by which

finished products are imported duty free while ingredients

and components for local processing, fabrication or assembly

carry heavy duties. This frustrates local industrialization

(xiii) Foreign investors and entrepreneurs should always be required

to use local raw materials whenever they are available.
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«- Proposed Pan-African Association of Manufacturers and. Merchants

79» The draft constitution for the proposed Pan-African Association of Industrialists

and Merchants was considered by the group. The Concept was accepted subject to

certain reservations. Some participants felt that since the focus of the seminar was

on industrial ehtrepreneurship and since many African countries already has specialized

association, there was a need for an association which would cater for the specialized

needs of industrial manufactures at the regional level. On the other hand there was

need for a broader forum for businessmen from all sectors to get together at the

regional level. Hence a Pan African Businessmen's Association which would also include

the envisaged Federation of African Chamber of Commerce was proposed.

80. Following the views expressed by the group, the following recommendations were
conveyed to the Plenary:'

(a) two associations should be formed

(i) Pan African Businessmen's association

(ii) African manufacturers association

(b) a constitution should be drafted for each of the above mentioned

associations using the ECA draft as a basis.

(c) an interim committee of the nine countries represented at the seminar- (one
from each country) was set up as follows „

Chairman:

1st Vice Chairman

2nd Vice Chairman

Secretary

Treasurer

Member

Member

Mr. Betru Gebregziabhere

Vice President Ethiopian Chamber of

Conmerce/and President

Mr, Abner Botsh

President -Associated Chambers of

Commerce of Zimbabwe

Mr. Diong Amadou

Charge d'Etudes des la Politigue

Industrielle Cote d'lvoire

Mr. Henry Peter Moses-Nuyaba

President and Chairman Management

Directorate

Mr. Moharaed Alnaas

Member of the Foreign Investments Co,

Ethiopian Libyan Sugar Co.

Chief Victor E. Mukete

Vice President Chamber of Commerce

Industry and Mines

Mr. A. Kwame Pianim

Executive Chairman, Management and

Investment Consultants

Ethiopia

P.O. Box 517

Addis Ababa

Zimbabwe

P.O. Box ST.235

Southern

Salisbury

Ivory Coast

B.P. V65

Abidjan

Liberia

P.O. Box 2836

Monrovia

Libya

Cameroon

c/o Cameroon"T>©v.

Corporation

Victoria .

Ghana

P.O. Box 11950

Accra
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Kenya

Addis Ababa

Nigeria

P.O. Box 2357

Lagos

Member - Mr. Charles Anyama

Commercial Attache

Kenya Embassy

Member - Mr. J.A* Olugbenle

Deputy General Manager

Nigerian Industrial Development

Bank Ltd.

(d) the committee's terms of reference should be as follows:

(i) to prepare draft constitutions for the two associations;

(ii) to propose a secretarial and organizational set up for the

association;

(iii) to propose alternative sites for the secretariat;

(iv) to solicit opinion and membership from the various African

States;

(v) to convene a meeting which will formally approve and adopt the

constitutions and;

(vi) to seek assistance from ECA, OAU, ILO, ITC, UNIDO and other

international organizations to finance the preparatory activities

leading to the formation of the associations.
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DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ENTREPRENEURS CAPABILITIES IN AFRICA — SYNTHESIS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1. This Report is intended to present a consolidation of views on the develop
ment of selected tyoes of entrepreneurship in Africa in relation to medium,

small and large enterprises and some of the issues that have come up for
consideration in this context. 1/ At the outset, it may be useful to consider
briefly the nature and kinds of entrepreneurial groups in Africa and the forms that
they occupy in the economy.

2. All African countries are engaged in a major development effort which involves
significant economic andt social changes. In this process, a number of entrepreneurial
groups are playing a vital role in providing a strategic impetus to national development.

- These entrepreneurial groups have now entered a variety of economic fields in industy,
cansrerce, finance, communications, transport, social services and many others. If,
therefore, follows that the role of these entrepreneurial groups cannot be looked upon
in a restrictive sense. .

3. The spread and range of entrepreneurial activities in the industrial sector in
Africa vary from country to country but the focus of this Report is on;

. (i) Entrepreneurial Role of the State Enterprise?

UU Entrepreneurial Role of■ the Indegenous Private Sector?

Uii) Entrepreneurial Role of Foreign Investors;

fiy) Entrepreneurial Role of-Joint Venture.

(v) Entrepreneurial Role of Small-scale Industries;

(vi> Entrepreneurial Role of Vary Small Indegenous industries.

4.. ^ The main thrust of the analysis will be on the various facets which characterize
each^of the above industrial entrepreneurial group and more specifically an examination ■
ot their operational.issues pertaining to:

(a) Characteristics, motivation, behaviour, attitudes and capability
of each group?

(b) Evaluation of their main,strengths and weaknesses;

. ■-,< <c) National support measures needed by each group?

(dV Mechanism for.monitoring and evaluating their performance;

(e) Main recoronendations for consideration/implementation.

1/ Papters synthesized are indicated at the appendix
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5. There are three important facets in the operation of the entrepreneurial groups
mentioned in the foregoing at the enterprise level-

(i) They play a specific role in the initiation, production and sale
of goods and services;

(ii) They involve specific demands of public resources?

(iii) They have a specific part to play in the creation and distribution
of national income.

Need for Entrepreneurial Capabilities

6. African countries are engaged in a nassive progranmie of industrial growth, aimed
at raising living standards and breaking out of the shell of poverty and under-
privelege. The achievement of a better society obviously necessitates a very sub
stantive programme of investments in physical assets as well as in software technology.

7. Shortage of capital, technical skills and entrepreneurship constitute the most
frequently mentioned obstacles in the way of economic expansion in all African
countries. Of these, a lack of entrepreneurship would seem to be an almost absolute
barrier to economic expansion under the control of these countries.

8. Before proceeding further, it is Important to stress that entrepreneurial
capability in Africa is still a scarce resource and needs to be deployed carefully in
all productive activities so as to achieve maximum impact on development. Towards
this end, it is nocessary to plan entrepreneur deployment according to priorities of
developmental planning ard the types of entrepreneurial groups discussed above. This
means that for proper guidance of governments, it is necessary to identify problems and
solutions tor the various entrepreneurial groups suitable for the goal attaindert of
the economy.

9. The area of er.r-pr-neurial developrcei.c is expected to provide such guidance and
orientation which would meet L^g-'tez* ^rejected overview of the economy. Amonc the
obDectives included in the Lagos Plan of Action are to develop, encourage and support
African entrepreneurs to participate effectively in industrial production with a%iew
to gradual control-of the capital ownership in the sector by African*;and utilization
of research, determination of the role of nrivate, semi-public as well as public
enterprises as instruments for the implementation of the plan.

10. The object of this approach is to align all promotional activities of governments
in stimulating the role of various groups of entrepreneurs with the goals and development
programmes as adumbrated in national, regional or subr.egional programmes. The ultiaite
goal should be to provide seme concrete nuidance in the formulation of policies and
the construction of an infractructure in, the economy which would facilitate effective
deployment of entrepreneurial capabilities in such manner that would make maximum
contribution to the development of the countries concerned.
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11. The area of entrepreneurial development plan, thus, has to lay emphasis on all-

round development of the economy with optimum utilisation of the available resources

and skills so that.the fruits, of this concerted effort can accrue to the entire

society. Entrepreneurial .development plan must constitute programmes of tangible and

intangible assistance including debottleneckinc: of constraints which inhibic the

potential growth or role of any of the above, entrepreneurial groups.

12. In persuance of this goal, there is a paramount need to create ideal conditions at

the grass-root level to co-ordinate and harmonize efforts of all government agencies

charged with the responsibility of industrial development. This is ah essential task

for accelerated: industrial development.

13. Designing and formulation of an entrepreneurial development plan is a task which

involves:

(i) Visualising the intended .trend and nrowth of industrial activities

feasibile in the context of the programme of economic development being

implemented within the framework of the available physical resources

and social infrastructure:

(ii) Survey and assessment of resources and local endowments;

(iii) Identification of roles of various entrepreneurial groups or

agents of industrial development

(iv) Assessment of potential contribution of each entrepreneurial gorup;

(v) Allocation of scarce resourcesjplannincr of resource mobilisation; and.

(vi) Strengthening of organisational structures for efficient industrial

organisation.

14. Development of industrial entrepreneurial capabilities in Africa is today the basic

lever and a strong factor in the economic and social development. It is essential for

promoting the growth of productive forces. :

15. There is no divided opinion on the fact that investment in industrial entre

preneurial development yields a greater growth of economic and social wealth than

investments in pure means of productive facilities represented by physical assets. On

the social level,- knowledge acquired through a systematic process of developing

entrepreneurs is becoming an increasingly more decisive factor -In Africa in influencing

the economic strength and pattern of industrial growth. It is evident that the basic

characteristic of an advanced economy is to a large extent dependent on the structure

and distribution of vaxious industrial entrepreneurial capabilities.

16. It should be noted from this general observation that wholesale transfer of

entrepreneurial capabilities from one country to another is neither feasible nor

desirable. It must be underscored that the development of indegenous entrepreneurship

in any country provides the only solid and lasting sound base for industrial develop

ment. This is one of the primary interpretations of the principle of individual and

collective self-reliance.
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Basic Constraints r

17. Among the significant problem.areas in developing industrial entrepreneurial

capabilities in African countries, the following are considered to' be of importance

and consequently potential material for research.and solutions: .

- the lack in many countries of properly defined national policy

of developing local entrepreneurial capabilities in both public

and private sectors; . * '

- the lack of capital and technical skills?

- the lack of an adequate consciousness of. the importance of indegenous

industrial entrepreneurs, reflected in too much dependency on foreign

assistance;

- inadequacy of financial allocations in the exchequer budgets for

entrepreneurial training and the low priority given in enterprise.budgets ;

to such training; :■■•-. *

- the absence of indigenous; training materials and local case studies

relevant to local environments an£ the import of such case studies and

teaching materials from overseas not having a direct bearing on local

conditions and problems;

- the inadequate enforcement of provisions., in the management and

Technical Agreements concerning the process of training local staff and

+he counterpart system in joint ventures or foreign investments?

- the gap between the designing of industrial programmes and the actual

long-term needs of governments in identifying, developing, training

their own local managers and potential entrepreneurs both in the

public and private sectors;

- the lack of government programmes for motivating individuals or

potential entrepreneurs to come forward;and often the unsuitability

of procedures for selecting entrepreneurs, appointing staff in key

industries which ignor natural aptitudes and innovative minds;

-. the artifical distinction of elitists., managers and politicians in

some training programmes and the need to build up industrial

entrepreneurial and managerial skills at national level;

- inadequacy of information o: available entrepreneurial training

programmes in local or overseas institutions;

- the need to conceive training schemes or programmes for entrepreneurs .

and managers on a four-tier basis - the entrepreneur level, the

strategic ; lever the operational/supervisory level and the worker level}

- the need to develop national entrepreneurial philosophy and ethic for public,

private and co-operative institutions as distinct from the training of

managersr officials of bureacratic and governmental work and political

commissars;

- the absence of technical consultancy or advisory services to small

scale entrepreneurs;
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- the lack of willing trainers^ to render assistance to small indigenous

industrialists;

..- the lack cf guidance to selection of raw materials or other supplies

suitable for industrial production;

- the lack of market power and penetration guidance which inhibits the

growth of several small indegenous enterprises;

- the lack of Entrepreneurial Development Banks to provide financial

facilities and counselling to potential entrepreneurs;

- the lack of non-conventional lending systems to small-scale industrialists

which could ameliorate rigid loan conditions such as security of tangible

assets as a pre-condition for loan approvals,

- the lack of soft funds which coultf be used to assist new entrepreneurs

to set up enterprises;

- the lack of information on available project portifolios from which

entrepreneurs could chose in accordance with their interest and that of

tha nation;

- the lack of institutions which could assist potential entrepreneurs to

carry cut feasibility studies at nominal fee or free of charge;

- the .lack of business experience particularly for small scale

entrepreneurs;

- the difficulties in processing requests for foreign exchange allocations

for importing machines, spare parts, raw materials which discourage many

potential entrepreneurs from going into industrial ventures;

- the lack of easy accessibility to facilities for R and D, technological
information;

- the lack, in general, of effective national support measures to

strengthen capabilities of each entrepreneurial group;

- the lack of complementarity among the entrepreneurial grlups and capabilities,

for example, in production and marketing especially between small production
and large tracing companies.

The Genesis of the Problem

18. While identifying some of these problem areas in most African countries, it

should be borne in mind that developing industrial capabilities need to be linked to

relationship and connection between the overall system of industrial strategy and

specific strategies of moti\ating public, private and foreign enterprises. It is

recognized that basic weakness in the overall structure has been, to a large extent,

inherited from the past colonial regimes. These regimes concentrated on classical

eduction with inadequate emphasis on professional, technical, entrepreneurial and

managerial training. The economies of African countries were developed as 'enclaves1
of the colonial countries.
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19. It is nov; realised that there is an urgent need to review and re-activate the

role of each entrepreneurial group engaged in industrial development. In the same

breath, it should be recognised that the subject of developing industrial entre

preneurial capabilities is by itself a complex matter with ramification on the aims

and objectives of each country, the peculiarities of the economic and social environ
ments and the overall national planning process being pursuing by each country.

The Question of Solutions

20. At the macro level, the strategy for developing industrial entrepreneurial groups
for promoting a wave of industrial activities must be complementary and supplementary

to the overall implementation of the national industrial strategy. Similarly, at the

micro enterprise level, some co-ordination and harmonisation of policies such as

reserving certain sectors to small-scale entrepreneurs is essential in order to maximise
contribution frora each group in the national economy.

21. In this context,, it is considered that there will always be certain relevant

issues and problems which need to be watched in preparing and formulating schemes fro

group or individual entrepreneurial promotion. Among them are;

(i) The preparation of comprehensive schemes such as industrial estates,

common facilities, feasibility study centres, financial incentives,

free consultancy services etc. for entrepreneur development at the

macro and micro level largely depend on the degree of stability and

certainty of state economic policies; State planning system and

predictable economic environment. If conditions tend to be

uncertain", motivation of industrial entrepreneurs, local or foreign,

public or private, at the national or enterprise level is bound to be
dificuiti ■ ■

(ii) ThG preparation of a national entreprenurial promotional schemes on a

macro basis naturally involves substantial financial outlay from

the exchequer. This can only be undertaken on the assumption of

forthcoming investments in the industrial sector. If these investments

do not materialize or if there is considerable time lag in making such

investment, there is bound to be distortation and imbalance in the

economy. For example, overinvestment in manpower training in certain

fieldr: can result in frustration of these people.

(iii) There is the factor of dynamism in technology developmental growth. Too

fast technological changes creates some basic problems to local

entrepreneurial groups to cope with such changes if they are to compete

efficiently in the development processes;

(iv) Preparation of a strategic industrial entrepreneurial capabilities plan

to caver small-scale industries, medium and large-scale industries

is again a highly specialised discipline requiring professional industrial

expertise. Such expertise is often not available in African countries-

(v) Finally, there is the problem of the interlinked issues. Among the

important issues to be examined are the following:
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(a) The backdrop

- An overview of the political, social and economic characteristic
of each country;

- The description, of the economic organisation and the structure
. of the entrepreneurial groups? ......

- The picture of the status and role of each entrepreneurial grouo
in the national ecorcmy.

(*>) Entrepreneurial Advancement Policy

- An adequate system o* promoting industrial entrepreneurial
initiatives;

- National measures to support and strengthen entrepreneurial
capabilities;

- National mechanism for monitoring and evaluating performance
of all categories of enterprises.

System end Strategy for Industrial Promotion

industries ana ■—•*- -

- Degree of consciousness of the importance of the Lagos Plan of
Action and the priority industries by all entrepreneurial groups;

- Dialogue between enterprises and policy makers, civil servants and
all public authorities on the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action;

- Identification of suitable programmes for each group?

- Relevance, applicability and transferability of technology suitable
for implementation of projects in the oriority list;

~ g?ouVtati°n ^^ suitability of Projects to be implemented by each

- Systems of project appraisal on commercial and economic criteria;

- Financing of priority projects;

- Fair co-operation between local and foreign entrepreneurial groups:

- Follow-up and evaluation system of implementation of strategic industries;

- Support of national measures for programme implementation by government.

System and strategy of Improving Entrepreneurial Capabilities

23.- Training philosophy, policies, programmes seminars and strategies of enter-

- Identification of local and external training facilities?
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- Relationship between industrial training needs and the Lagos Plan of

Action; ... .

- Development of indigenous training materials and methods suitable for

promoting indigionous entrepreneurial capabilities,

- Interlinkage between training programme and placement and utilization

of trained manpower.
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CF7APTER II

ROLE OF STATE t.MTERFEISE

Introduction

24. During the three decades state enterprises in African countries have assumed
a position of very great importance in the process of industrial development. The
extent and the degree of involvement in the process of forging ahead industrial

growth and develooment of these state enterprises varies fron country to country

depending upon each country's economic policies ana strategies of industrial
planning.

25. The organizational structure and orientation including the pattern of management
styles differs evidently from country to country, in almost all cases, the differences
are substantially influenced by innumerable local environmental factors such as the influe
influence of the former colonial administration, political philosophv, traditions,
culture and the orientation of state enterprise system as a whole.

26. It has, however, been universally recognized that irrespective of the forgoing
differences, there is an urgent need to promote the improvement of the efficiency
and performance of their entrepreneurial role to enable them to discharge their
composite responsibilities as engines of industrial growth and as instruments of
national policy to achieve other social goals.

27. It is recognized that the health of state enterprises and their effective entre
preneurial role-cum-mana?erial spearheads would greatly depend upon their orientation
and properly defined responsibilities in the total sub-system of government.

28. Although the question of their development of industrial spearheads is of
paramount importance, it is felt that adequate attention in some countries has/^ot been
given to the evolution of a properly integrated system of state enterprises which could
sharpen their entrepreneurial role and provide an efficient framework of rendering
accelerated industrial development. Several patterns of economic organizations and
institutions have come into beinc in lfrican countries from the colonial times but it
is clear that the state enterprise structure has assumed an effective entrepreneurial
role for industrial development including many other aspects related to the promotion
of industrial activities. ■ ■

Objectives

2.5. .a survey of the general economic conditions in African countries shows that
industrial patterns vary from country tb country and consequently their cro.als and
strategies also differ. Notwithstanding these differences, there are certain objectives
whicn are cormon to all of them. These are wjacuves

- to eliminate poverty

- to raise livina standards

- to enhance gross national product

- to increase per capita incomes
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- to reduce disparity in wealLh

- to attain self-sufficiency in goods and services

- to attain self-reliance in technology "and human skills

- to generate full employment

- to utilize domestic resources

- to promote exports

- to promote import substitution '

- to make full use of local raw materials . .

- to promote inter- and intra-sectoral relationships

30. These objectives are not exhaustive but by and large they cover the main thrust

of thinking of most African leaders and public authorities.

31. For the attainment of these national objectives, governments in many African,

countries prepare national plans which are normally broken down into the following

components;

- Long-terra plans ■

- Medium-term plans

- Short-term plans

- Annual or oerational plans

The instruments for implementing these plans include the following:

- Government through state budgets

- State enterprises

- Private enterprises

- Co-operfative organization

- Foreign enterprises

32. The focus of this chapter is on the entrepreneurial role of the state enterprises.

The degree and intensity of the use of state enterprises as an instrument for the

attainment of national goals ^nd objectives does differ considerably from one country

to another.

Interpretation of Objectives

33. National objectives are normally stated in a political vague manner. The general

intention is to reflect the aspirations of the entire cross-section of the population.

The implication of the generality of objectives is that it leads to conflict of goals

because not all objectives can be simultaneously applicable to any given situation.

Consequently, one problem which faces managers of state enterprises in executing their

entrepreneurial role is to find a clearer perception of the specific objectives which

they themselves are expected to discharge.

34. The origins and motives for establishing state entrepa'.ses and consequently, state

entrepreneurrhip are several. The list below gives a glimpse of their source and

methodology of establishment.:.
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(a) Origins

(i) through the process of inheritance

35. At the attainment cf independence in most African countries* a number of institu

tions were inherited from the' colonial regimes - for example, railway companies,

airways, post and telegraph, etc.. . .

(ii) Through historical development

36. The act of independence in some African countries created state enterprises over

night. For example, the sudden departure of all French nationals in Guinea and Algeria
at independence day resulted in the takeover of all French industries in these countries

(iii) Through the process of nationalization

37. This has been done by conscious decision taken by many countries to nationalize

and bring under control certain sectors of the national economy. These decisions are

deliberate and planned. They are based on.the economic policy and implemented through

acts of legislature and National Assemblies.

38. There are two aspects of nationalization policy. These are:

(i) taking over of the existing private enterprises for public management; and

(ii) demarcating areas for future growth and expansion of the public sector.

39. In most African countries the process of nationalization involved takeover of

domestic private enterprises or foreign enterprise or both.

Through the Process of Negotiation and Purchase

40. This process involves purchase of private firms by government.

By Takeover of "Sick" Private Enterprises

41. The closure of sick private companies has not been allowed by som governments

because of their social implication of creating unemployment or loss of production.

Governments have, thus, stepped into acquire these companies.

By the Process of Public Entrepreneurship

42. Many state enterprises have been establish in the normal business process through

state entrepreneurship. A substantial part of state enterprises in Africa established

in the last decade come into existence'through this process.

(b) Motivations

43. There are several motivations in establishing state enterprises. Some of these

are: ■ ;■ ■ -■■• .■ " ■■ : :---.1 ■■" ■
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(i) The adoption of a fully socialist model

All means of production shouM be in public management (irrespective of

whether or not there are any socialists in the management).

(ii) A desire to manage and control strategic sectors of economy

The category of industries included under this motivation arei

defence industries, armament industries and weapons of war/iron and

steel, etc. depending upon each country's perception of what is

strategic for attaining its economic and industrial objectives.

(iii) The necessity of providing^ economic infrastructure

These include communication, roais, ports, hydro-power, etc.

which are critical for growth and CevelOpment and hence cannot be

left to the private sector.

(iv). To control and manage essential services

These include city transport electricity, cas, telephone services, post

and telegraphs, pharmaceutical industries, water supply, public utilities,

etc.

(v) To control the "coinmanding"' heights of economy

These include in addition to utilities, major sectors such as mining,

steel, energy,(petroleum $nC electric power),-heavy engineering.

(vi) To manage and control national monopolies

Running national airline, railways, ports, and corcnunications.

(vii) To undertake tasks beyond the capability of private enterprise

Projects needing heavy capital investment and which have Ion? gestation

period can only be initiated and funded by governments from exchequer

funds and bilateral aids.

(viii) To provide a competitive element to private industry

Properly operated State enterprises provide a mechanism of control over

private enterprises through normal competition. They set market trends,

influence prices, improve cniality of products and offer sale services.

It is a machinery which substitute laws, regulation, audits, licencing

procedures and so forth which are difficult to monitor.

(ix) To.,aeyelon_ backward areas

State enterprises can consciously establish industries in the neglected

backward areas V7hich are not attractive to orivate investors.
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(x) To stimulate the advancement of weaker sectors of the economy

■ Thi3 responsibility can easily be assumed by state enterprises.

(xi) To increase the availability of essential consumer^goods

TThile the private sector has a significant role to play in the

production of consumer goods, it is usually interested in high profit

ability activities of production which benefit the better of rather than

the common roan.

(xii > To generate full employment

The objective of employment creation can only be attained through

conscious policy objective of state enterprises.

(xiii) To pioneer technological development

f *.ate enterprises are expected to pioneer in research and development

and generation of- local technologies. This is essential for attainment

of technological self-reliance and industrial self-sustainment.

(xiv) To generate foreign exchange earnings

State enterprises could be directed to tcJce a longer tern development

view of exports and devote more effort on development of domestic skills

and factor inputs which are at present being imported.

(xv) To stimulate agricultural development

The marriage between industry and agriculture for growth is essential,

the enormous potential that exist in the development of acrro-industries

and production of industrial inputs for agriculture, can only be

systematically exploited by state enterprise.

(xvi) To commercialize activities traditionally run, as government departments

Only Governments are responsible for maintenance of law and order.

Departmental commercial activities can only oe run on basis of state

enterprise.

Developing Specialised Entrepreneurial Role of State Enterprises

AA As a starting point it is important to state from the outset that state enter

prises need a specialised methodology o^ developing their entrepreneurial role in

industrial development. It is recognised from the foregoing that their history of

origins and motivations are numerous and varied.
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45. Entrepreneurial capabilities and management innovative practices are. fundamental

to the operation and performance of industrial growth. The business schools in Europe

and the U.S.A. have developed systems os sharpening entrepreneurial and managerial

capabilities in private enterpriners through real case studies. These materials and

training aids are available to the private enterprises. Many elements from such case

studies, such as investment analysis, production control, raw material management,

market analysis, technology analysis and several others are essential tools also to state

enterprises. This type of approach in sharpening the working tools have rerely been

applied to African state enterprises. It is not being suggested that these, case studies

should be made available without modification to state enterprises in Africa. Automatic

transplantation of case studies developed in different environments or application of

foreign ideas and solutions to African problems nay not be a practical answer or

productive proposition for the African environment. The special circumstances,

environmental conditions and unique features of state enterprises in African countries

clearly necessitate the designing, monitoring and evaluation system suitable to them.

Issues and_ Problems ...

46. State enterprise entrepreneurship role cannot be understood or discussed except

with reference to the objectives,, concerns, motivations, origins,, and pre-occupation

whjch they reflect. As there is no formal document setting forth standard objectives

and pre-occupations of each state enterprise? many of then have been inferred from

various documents, criticisms, and prescriptions which are put forward from time to

time in the press, parliaments, universities and sometimes discussed by th^ consumers,-

governmentt workers and peasants.

47. During the last three decades, state enterprises have pioneered activities in

various industrial and infrastructural fields. Their range of involvement covers a

number of industries in the areas of engineering, metallurgy, construction, agro-

industries, mining, chemical and petro-chemicals, transport, building industries

including all major infrastructural projects such as hydro-power, thermal-power- airways,

ship--building, communications and others.

(a) Issues

48. Issues have been variously formulated by different critics. The basic ones are:

(i) Civil Service Culture VS Industrial Culture

In view of their genetic formation, most of African state enterprises

are staffed with civil servants who have introduced into the commercial

operation civil service culture which is not conducive to commercial

orientation. The lack"of industrial culture is one of the greatest

weakness in the. state enterprises. Consequently, it inhibits their

actual commercial entereproneurial role. State enterprises have been

criticized for being too bureacratic, inflexible and lack of response

to changing situations. They are too many representatives of the

government on their boards and too many former civil servants in their

senior management positions leading to excessive bureacratization and

te absence of industrial and copmercial culture.
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Autonomy VS Accountafci1ity

There are two aspects of autonomy;

(a) freedom from what nay be regarded as bureacratic interference
or

(b) freedom from such formal or informal controls-a dimunition

of the rigour and detailed nature of parliamentary scrutiny.

49. Many state enterprises would iike some degree of freedom from both, which is
essential for development-oriented entities. Tae difference between the styles of

Government functioning and the functioning of state enterprises in most African countries
has not been and apparently cannot be eliminated. This attitude has emasculated the
business orientation of many state enterprises.

50. Eith regard to accountability, state enterprises have, again, been frustrated by
several state authorities and consequently, their innovative and initiative spirit
has been undermined. State enterprises are accountable to a variety of authorities
mcluaing the National Assemblies, Parent Ministries, Board of Directors, and Auditors
ana the Public in general. Their criticisms range fron economic, political, social
and managerial. Criteria.on hot; to deal with all these aspects have not yet fullv
emerged. Thus the role of state enterprises, the standards by which the/should be
Duclged, the right relationship between state enterprises and governments, the proper
menaing of the concept of accountability itself, are all matters which need to^be
reviewed and discussed. This will put in proper focus the general agreement that there
is a vital need for the proper monitoring and evaluation of the performance o^ state
enterprises.

51. (b) Problems

(i) The sectors in which state enterprises are involved are complex
and unfamiliar to the African environment. They involve sophisticated
technology and highly trained skilled manpower ranging from"corporate
planning to production control, ".oth of them are deficient in most

African countries. .Some attempts have been made to train local staff
In general,the majority of state ^ .eiprises need assistance for
improving their effectiveness and entrepreneurial role.

(ii) The provisions of Acts establishing state enterprises specify the
structure and procedures of operation of the entity. The general

structure for most state enterprises includestthe parent ministry, the
Board and the management. Since ncrt of the appointments in these
structures are political, the inadequacy of effective role of the state

enterprise can be inherent in its comnosition and staffing of key positions.
If a aefect or inadequacy is found in the parent ministry of iroard of
Directors or management-or in all of them, it is unlikely that state enter
prises can make any impact in the economy.

(iii) The absence of industrial and economic policies or their inadequacies
can affect the performance of these state enterprises. Other aspects
which equally affect the performance of state enterprises include lack
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of managerial skills, professional experience in investment

analysis;lack of adequate resources?difficulties in getting access
to financeflack of capacity in project identification: Over-

dependence on exchequer funds or foreign aid;poor capacity in

appraising projects, equipment and sources of raw materials.

(iv) Excessive bureacratic procedure and external controls of state
enterprises through:

(a) administrative procedures

(b) vague legislation systems

(c) arbitrary sectoral co-ordination

(d) ill-planned government funds disbursement system
(e) government investment sanctions

(f) inconsistent systems for imports of raw materials
(g) credit sequeeze

(h) unrealistic policy on prices

(i) lack of vital information

can inhibit the efficient working of state enterprises. This is
happening in many countries today.

(v) Appraisal and selection of projects is another area of state enterprise
bottleneck. Projects may imposed on state enterprise on:

(a) Political grounds^

- e.g. protocol projects arising from a visit of, a foreign

Head of State (to a donor country or aaency)

- tied-aid projects

- lTead of State or Minister responsible for a particular

holding corporation wants to have a project in his
constitutuency.

fb) Social grounds - e.g. in a certain backward area, irrespective

of whether or not the area is suitable for the
given project.

(c) Economic grounds - e.g. to stimulate the establishment of other

industries (often not properly identified

and appraised for the prupose).

52. The establishment of non-viable industries on this basis has crippled the
effectiveness of many state enterprises.

Areas and Substantive Elements of Entrepreneurial Role of State Enterprises

53. It is recognized that state enterprises in the context of their role as
instruments of national policy and pioneering agents in industrial development cannot
operate in a totally independent and isolated manner from the other non-governmental
groups. It is important to state from the beginning that all state enterprises need
to establish a purposeful relationship with governments which created them.
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54. It is felt that there is an urgent need to define more clearly the areas of

their activities and investment programmes and the substantive elements of their

role in industrial promotion in the context of their environment, and the national

industrial strategy, it is evident that definition of roles of state enterprises

would differ from country to country depending upon the nature of political idology

and the framework of the economy. It is> however, generally agreed that the areas

of state enterprise entrepreneurship role pervade the whole economy but the most

important ones include the following:

(a) Investment selection

55. State sector is expected to provide leadership role in proper investment

selection from all sectors of the economy. This, of course, involves choice of projects

in terms of the enunciated national objectives, priority sectors, inter-relationship

of activities, appropriate choice of technology, appropriate management and policies

for their implementation.

(b) Investment criteria

56. In view of multiplicity of objectives, the state sector has an important role

to develop criteria for project selection which would conform to the national

objectives such as: .-- .

(i) foreign exchange earnings or saving?

(ii) employment effects; ■

(iii) balance of payment effects?

(3v) commercial profitability,-

(v) appropriate industrial structure to generate strong growth

promoting effects on other industries and sectors.

(c). Structural change

57. State sector in the field of industrial transformation is expected to spearhead

in the proper selection of projects which will bring about, structural change in the

economy. This means that state sector should take the lead in starting the hard core

industries such as those in engineering, metals; etc. which are ccrisi3ered as the

backbone of the economy. This group of industries would also cover chemical and petro

chemical industries, metallurgy industries, building industries, construction

industries, mining industries, engineering industries and forestry industries.

(c) Organic industrial structure

58. State sector is expected to promote and to lead in the establishment of

industries characterized by forward and backward linkage effects?raw material-based

industries and ancillary industries.
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(e) Development of backward areas

59. Private sector normally locates industries in areas which are already well provided
with all economic arid social infrastructure. In order to stimulate economic activities
in the retarded rural sector, state sector is expected by conscious decisions to take
the lead in the location of industries in the backward areas. Though the commercial
advantages may be low, the social benefit to the society are enormous, and profit
ability should be higher in the longrun. '

(f) The necessity of providing economic infrastructure

60. Industrial develonment depends very largely on the availability of economic
infrastructure. This includes power, transport, communication, port facilities and
several others. These facilities are basic and normally cannot be operated on

commercial basis, state sector, therefore, is obliged to take the lead in establishing
them in order to achieve long-term benefits of the other commercial activities.

(g) Control and management of essential services

61. Thesa essential services include posts and telegraphs, gas, telephones, water
supply, sewerage, etc. State sector's role is to provide all these utilities as pre
condition for establishment of industries.

(h) Commanding heights of economy

62. Major sectors such as mining, .steel, petroleum and electric power involve complex
technology and sophisticated manpower. State sector by virtue of its purposeful
relationship with government is expected to take the lead in establishing such activities
in collaboration with the government itself.

(i) Advancement of weaker sectors of economy

63. The activities of state sector are expected to assist the growth of small-scale
industries. The role of state sector is therefore to promote the establishment of
small-scale industries and to extend infrastructural, technical and financial assist
ance to this sector.

(j) Increase availability of essential consumer goods

64. It is the duty and responsibility of state sector to ensure that essential basic
consumer goods which are needed by the greatest sector of the pooulation are produced
by it.

00 Technology development and diffusion

65. State sector has a role and duty to ensure that suitable technology is beina used
in the economy. To pioneer technological transfer, adaptation and development is
another role of state sector.
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(i) To stimulate agriculture development

66... State:sector,has an important role to play in ensuring a.proper balance of

growth between agriculture and industry.. .A health relationship and mutual feedback

of these two sectors is vital for long-term structural change of economy.

fa) Standards and quality control

67. Production in state sector must conform to acceptable standards and quality.

State enterprises, therefore, are expected to provide a leading role in maintaining

high standards of production and quality control.

(n) Manpower development

68. The real secret of prosperity of the developed countries has been in the production

and utilization of quality skills and manpcver development and utilization are used.

Formal training in universities and technical schools can be supplemented by com

prehensive prograinmes of in-service training and seminars, state sector by virtue of

its significant position in the economy is expected to take lead in industrial

capability development.

(o) Information system

69. Good information system is the lifeblood of any industrial system. State sector

can assume a leadership role in ensuring that industrial data and information storage

systems are established in the economy. The establishment of integrated and com

prehensive information and control systems by state sector constitute vital and essential

service as well as instrument of state management. This should be accompanied by

corresponding development of capabilities for collection, compilation and interpretation

of information.

70. Let it however be stated that the foregoincj elements of antrepreneurial role of

state enterprises are not exhaustive. It is quite clear that there are several other

areas in which state sector can provide effective leadership in the economy. State

sector, for example, can set up systems for vetting plant and machinery, procurement

of raw materials and equipment?develop in-house capacity for negotiations with foreign

investors on:patents, licences, turnkey arrangements, technical and management agree

ments, and several other things. The establishment of such systems can <?£ve the

nation several millions of foreign axchange,

71. In summary, while the foregoing elements constitute broad areas of state sector

entrepreneurial role, there are specific elements which could be operationalized.

Some of these art discussed below:

Framework and Structure

72. The designing of aims, purposes and objectives of enterprises are very essential.

The pioneering spirit and the entrepreneurial role of any organization is a function

of these elements. This is a cardinal area of-"frame work and structure of a state

enterprise. It provides the basis for a purposeful entrepreneurial role of enterprises

and their relationship with the government and the public.
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(a) Financial role

73. Approval of the corporate plans and strategies are prerequisite for the

promotional role of enterprises. The objectives of enterprises need to be translated

into concrete programmes and financial implications in the shape of long-term corporate

plans. These programmes call for leadership role of state sector management in advanced

thinking on investment quantum in financial terms?,sources and use of funds;re-invest

ment of surplus profitsspricing policy and the level of profits considered attractive

to the enterprise. Financial consideration by enterprises both for new and on-going

projects pre-suuposes lining up in advance of funds from the following sources:

(i) the Government - Exchequer funds

(ii) Internal sources - Companies surpluses

(iii) Bilateral sources - From friendly countries

(iv) Local sources -- Borrowing from local banks

(v) External sources -

(i) Borrowing from multilateral finaical institutions like the

World Bank, the African Development 3ank;

(ii) Foreign Commercial Banks-

(iii) Suppliers credit;

(iv) Negotiations v;ith foreign investors on equity, turnkey

arrangements, patents, licences, management agreements.

74. The entrepreneurial role of state sector in mobilizing resources for its investment

programmes iv vital. It determines also its management dynamism and integrity.

(b) Economic role

75. The translation of objectives into concrete programmes in the shape of long-term

corporate plans involves advance thinking on;

- types of investments conforming to the national objectives.

- a selection criteria of projects (from a bundle of pre-feasibility

studies) based on national investment criteria such as the commercial

criteria or economic criteria;

- capital investment decision and other related financing questions.

76. Since funds come from the public exchequer, approval to make capital decisions

or making of investment decisions and investment priorities would be a necessary area

for investment leadership by state sector. Of course, this includes supplementary

decisions regarding sources of finance, debt/equity ratios, credit arranaements and

'oreign borrowing.

77. Investment decision would also involve major technolgoical choices and selection

of locations including other considerations such as-

"r Pricing policies: In monopolistic situations, the assumption is that state

pricing strategies being formulated by state enterprises are intended to

infleuence and to ensure protection of the consumers and to subserve broader

national interests. Deliberately artificial price controls ol ctate

enterprises are normally matched by suitable compensation policies of the

government.
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Fixing targets of rates of return: Capital investment decisions and
pricing policies of state enterprises are normally co-ordinated and harmonized
withpre-determined rates of return. This is essential for project selection
criueri3,

(c) Social role

Ifd rltrttiZ^ni',ed ^l State enter?ises have to provide leadership in employment
and recruitment policies to meet the national objective of employment creation through

^r/ ^Sr-teChnOlOgy' The Cri'iCal element lie in the nroo^r selection of *
t is recognized that in order to achieve effective role in state entre-gy.

ZZitLT t * °f StatG enterPrises include developing of adequate systems of
selecting top management manpower training which would help towards achieving a
nrf™9! national manpower self-sufficiency in all critical industries. State enter
prises are also expected to focus attention on satisfying the basic needs of the
majority of the people, particularly in the rural areas.

79. The foregoing indicated parameters of state entrepreneurial role are not
necessarily exhaustive. Circumstances evidently differ in the various countries It
is however felt .fchat , national dialogue on these elements of entrepreneur^ roies
^verLent onUfr a_SenSitiVe SyStem of communication between enterprises and tte

. wo wa^ t>asis would provide the only satisfactory solution to
™2f!n3"?? °5 !SG caPabilities. State enterprise should also develop more
sensitivity to the interests of the public it is serving.

Evaluation

,.-_^ ,=___ . . evaluation of the effectiveness of the

(a* ^ulti-dimensional objectives of state sector

^ z?cogn±*ed that state sector is expected to discharge a number of obligations

"2

^SSrSsS1™
83. The Lagos Plan of Action lays emphasis on the establishing of critical i

S^lSrST in^!in9 *** StrUCt-al " - - -— econo
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(i) Food, industries?

(ii) Engineering industries;

(iii) Building industries?

(iv) Metallurgy industries;

(v) Construction industries?

(vi) Chemical and Petro-chemical industries?

(vii) Energy industries.

84. These industries have been given priority because of their deepening and inter-

linkage effects. The intention of the Lagos Plan of Action is to establish these

industries at a national, regional or sub-regional basis. When associated with

entrepreneurial capabilities and skills, they should lead to attainment of self-

sustained industrialization. These industries need substantial capital, sophisticated "

technology and efficient management, as well as raw materials which could be

organized and.procured on basis of African multinational co-operation in many cases.

85. While the state sector is capable of initiating the establishment of these

industries in co-operation with state sectors in other African countries on basis

of complementarity, there is definite need for governments to stress the importance

and priority of the Lagos Plan of Action. Some state enterprises may be inhibited,

by their statutes to operate or to participate in industrial activities outside their

national borders., The formulation of objectives and priorities is essentially a

pre-rogati.ve of national governments particularly in the context of linkage to the

broader achievements of national' and international objectives.

86. It is felt that in some state enterprises in Africa, there is already build-in

professionalism, enterpreneurial and managerial maturity to implement some of the

priority industries in the Lagos Flan of Action on an inter-state enterprise basis.

This entrepreneurial industrial adventure in breaking new grounds for investment-is

there but needs to be nourished and fostered by governments. At national levelt many

stata enterprises have managed to take effective leadership in a number of fields

discussac* above.

(b) Problem of dual level of management <?&visions of state enterprises

87. State sector decisions today in African countries present a rather unique feature.

Hhile state enterprises are expected to operate as a automonous business concerns,

several substantial elements of entrepreneurial cecisions, say, in breaking new grounds

for investment decisions are in fact being excercised outside the enterprises and within

the structure of government. These include major capital investment decisions, location

of n=w investments and other matters considered to be of strategic importance to the

nation. In view of this dichotomy in the exercise of entrepreneurial-managerial function;

pertaining to state enterprises, the nature of entrepreneurial role of state sector

is inhibited particularly when it involves decisions outside the nationalbborders.

There is heavy dependency on government leadership in all major industries. The

implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action certainly requires proper review of such

constraints.
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(c) The factor of capital structure

88. It should be recognized that state enterprises in African countries differ in

complexity and capital structure. Seine state enterprises have been Inhibited in

their growth because of weak capital structure. Consequently, the efficiency of

such enterprises to promote hard core industries envisaged to bring about long-term

industrial structural change is very minimal. The industrializing industries with

strong linkagas in the economy require substantial capital outlays, advanced technology

and sophisticated manpower skills which are still deficient in many state enterprises.

(<*) Technology co-ordination and development

89. It is recognized that state enterprises do not operate in isolation,-they are an

integrate part of a total structure of government system. State sector's performance

in technology co-ordination and development has encountered a number of constraints

such as lack of national policy on technology development;lack of facilities;lack of

manpower and other matters related to technology development.

90. Technology development pre-supposes also that there is a continuous reach for

better efficiency of production system of state enterprises. It is felt that this

process cannot be possible unless there is a continuous feedback of information in

key areas of industrial activities being promoted by state enterprises. Such flow of

information or mechanism of feedback is still dificient in most African countries.

91. In summary, it can be said that the state sector provides a potential for a

leadership role in promoting priority industrial sectors and product groups leading

to self-sustainment and self-reliance if some of the existing issues and constraints

can be corrected. The basic issues ano problems affecting the effectiveness of state

enterprises which were identified and adopted by the Experts Group Meeting on

■'Development of Methodologies for Training Internal Consultants in Public Enterprises

in Developing Countries1 organized by the International Centre for ^ublic Enterprises

in Devevelooing Countries ICPE in December 1979 are summarized below:

I. Strategic Issues

1. Formulation and articulation of clear objectives for state enterprises

and the impact of goal setting on performance.

2. The conflict between financial/commercial objectives and socio-economic

objectives and an examination of efficiency levels in the context of

multiple objectives of state enterprises.

3. The inter-relationship between state enterprises and controlling

government authorities. The nature of autonomy and accountability and

the influence of this inter-relationship on decision making and

performance.

4. Co-ordination of state enterprise activity at the sectoral and national

level.
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5. Interltnkages with the national plans and mechanisms for conflict

resolution and optimization of the total system.

6. An examination of factors cf*^rassure csii intsi&st groups on state

enterprises and the consequent obligations to meet conflicting demands.

7. The impact of state enterprises on the environment.

■ 8. Pricing policies and their impact on profitability.

II. Organizational Issues

1. Legal forms and structures of state enterprises and the impact of

alternate patterns on effectiveness.

2. Mew experiments in state enterprise organization, including paratatals,

holding corporations? development corporations and joint ventures.

3. Management systems and practices, decision making processes

regulations and procedures with an examination of their impact on

performance.

4. The compositions, functioning and responsibilities of boards of directors

and the relationship of the boards to rroverntnent and their control over

the enterprises. The case for two-tier boards.

5. The status, responsibilities and effectiveness of chief executives and

whether the posts oil chairman and managing director should be combined.

6. The status, tasks and responsibilities of ton management executives in

particular full titne directors anri departmental heads.

III. Entrepreneurial Issues

1. Corporate planning

- need for corporate planning

- professional approaches

- corporate plans as a solution to the interrelationship

between government and enterprise

2. Investment decision procedures and investment criteria :

- feasibility studies and project reports

- market research

- choice of location

- choice of technology

- capital intensity/labour intensity

- investment priorities

- investment interlinkages

~ social cost b3nefit
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3. Project management

- project execution

- cost and time overruns

- information and control mechanism

- professionalization of project managers

- successful commissioning

IV. Operational Issues

1. Production Management :

- capacity utilization and production control

- consumption coefficients

- input/output ratios

2. Financial management

- foreign capital

- cash flow management

- working capital

V. Evaluation Issues

1. Management information and control systems

- for monitoring and control

- for performance evaluation

2. Audit systems

- financial audit .

- propriety audit

- performance audit

- operlapping and duplicative audits

3. Performance evaluation in the context of multi-dimentional
goals of. state enterprises

4. Public relations

- improving image of state enterprises

- two-way communication

- public credibility

Some Support Measures Needed by State Enterprises

92. - Clarity of objectives and policy guidelines has to be given by government and
a mechanism of review needs to be incorporated in thestructure of state enterprises.

- A more precise and realistic delineation of autonomy and accountability.

- As far as possible, quantification of commercial and socio-economic objectives
should be given as guidlines for future measurement of success or failure of each
enterprise.
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- Decision-structure parameters should be properly defined such as at:

(i) I'inisterial level

(ii) Board level

(iii) Managerial level

- Pricing policy guidelines for various products should be indicated with
respect to:

(i) revenue - oriented prices

(ii) equity-oriented prices

(iii) import-oriented prices

(iv) export-oriented prices

(v) international parity-oriented prices

-Most state enterprjces came into being through:

(i) Government decrees

(ii) Acquisition £cts

(iii) Company Laws

(iv) Corporation Acts.

These variations of legal forms heed clarity of relationships between

(i) Inter-related enterprices

(ii) Holding corporations and subsidiary companies

(iii) Holding corporations and sectoral ministries

(iv) Holding co-operations and parent ministries

(v) Corporate Plans of State Enterprises and National
Annual Plans

(vi) Board of Directors and Parent Ministries

(vii) Management systems and government regulations and procedures,
(viii) Bilateral and multilateral cooperation afenterpri.ee level.

- Specification of subsidies for non-profitable projects established on socio-
economic criteria.

- Specifications of incentive schemes and productivity targets should be given by
government.

- Many state enterprices suffer from poor capital structure. This is explained

by their historical development. Policy on debt/equity ratio should be promulgated by
government.

- Policy on financing non-financially viable projects established at the government
initiation should be made and accountability of such projects should be treated separately
from the profit-making projects. Two funds, namely, special funds and ordinary funds
should be created to finance these two categories of projects.

- Financing of all basic infrastructural projects should be made from the exchequer
funds or bilateral aids.
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- Enterprises should be given autonomy in deciding the use of their surpluses

in projects which have obtained government blessings.

- In order to encourage promotion of exports, government should work out a less

cumbersome refund drawback incentive scheme which should be as far as possible

automatic. ;

- Expenses of export promotion should be met from the exchequer funds.

- Trade fair expenses such as building up pavillious in foreign countries trade >■■'

fairs should be a responsibility of government. ■ . ■

- Foreign exchange allocation to export-oriented industries or industries

producing basic essential inputs which are being used by other industries need to be

made by government with minimum administrative constraints. ■

- Guidelines are needed for: •

(i) Suppliers' Credits - r ; :

(ii) Foreign Coramerical Credits . ■ ■ -.

(iii) Tariff and Non-tariff Protection .■ :

- R and D facilities,, technological information, standards and quality control

are specifically government responsibilities. "There these functions are being under

taken by state enterprises sore formula of assistance should be made by government.

-Facilities for technical training, etc., should be a direct responsibility of

government. Industries should be responsible in meeting expenses for their trainees.

- Where substantial imports of raw materials and spare parts are Involved, "-""

government should assist in negotiating for bulk purchase on long-term agreements.

- Substantial foreign exchange ±s spent on hiring foreign consultants. It is felt

that local facilities should be established to cater for consultancy services needed by

these enterprises. The range of services should cover all aspects of industrial needs.

- A technilocrical Unit or Referral Centre should be established, by government to

serve as a clearing or screening house for all local and foreign technologies.

93. The foregoing support measures by government are very essential in promoting

entrepreneurial capabilities of all qrouns ergage<? in the process of industrialization.

These services are essential and qualify for support from the exchequer budget.
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CHA^TFR III

ENTREPRENEURIAL ROLE OF ItJDIGHWOUS PRIVATE SECTOR

Definition

94. VJhat is an indigenous private sector Since this Chapter will attempt to deal

with a new dimension of private sector entrepreneurship, its organization, motivation

and other characteristicsf it would be useful to understand clearly what is indigenous

private sector and. consequently indigenous entrepreneurship. This often posed

question has unfortunately not received a satisfactory answer. In praccice, this

connotation of the term indigenous private sector or indigenous entrepreneurshin is

subject to an infinite variety of interpretations and nuances depending upon the

environmental conditions in African countries. A universally recognized definition

does not seem to exist. There are two major obstacles which make the definition

difficult to arrive at. First, many African countries tend, to include among indigenous

enterprises a whole spectrum of private enterprises in the small, medium and large

industrial sectors v?hich are owned by citizens either of African origin or other,

countries. An indigenous private enterprise does not qualify for overseas repartriation

of dividends, profits or capital on liquidation of the enterprise. Thus, in East

Africa, a number of enterprises textile industries, garment industries, sugar factories -

fall under this category of industrial citizenship. Second, the connotation of in:

indigenous private sector enterprises refers to ownership of industrial activities by

shareholders of African origin. This group *rauld include mostly small -scale industries,

cottage industries, handicrafts and very small industries which use indigenous

technology.

95. Without attempting any formal definition, it is imperative to indicate the basic

criteria and yardsticks which must be met in order to classify indigenous private

sector - irrespective of its legal nomenclature. For the purpose of this anlysis, the

following yardsticks are recommended;

(i) the field of an enterprise must be an economic/commercial nature in

industry ?

(ii) there must be a concept of investment capital structure and returns;

(iii) the activities of the institutions hould be capable of beinr

stated in terms of balance sheets and profit and loss accounts;

(iv) the enterprise itself must be designated as local enterprise with a

clear understanding that it does not qualify for overseas repartriate of

dividends, orofits or capital (on liquidation of the company) to non

resident shareholders;

(v) the ownership of the enterprise must be shareholders of the nationality

in which the activity is operating*

The Classical Pattern

96. It will be noted from these yardsticks that one of the essential ingredients is

nationality of ownership of the enterprise, although it is conceded that such ownership

need not be of total African indigenous origin but raay be partial of African origin

and partial of non-African origin. This itself contains the seeds cf enough indigenous

situation- Assuming that part of the shares of an enterprise are he16 by non-nationals

who have brought in foreign equity capital, this apparently would disqualify the

activity from being indigenous one.
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The Origins of Medium and Large Indigenous Private Enterprises

97. it is of great significance to note that an indigenous private enterprise can
come into being in three quite separate ways.

Situation I

(i) Starting point - a full owned foreign enterprise

(ii> Development - purchase of enterprise by nationals through market
operations, negotiations or by law. This has actually

happened in some African countries.

Situation II

(i) Starting point - a fully owned public enterprise

(ii) Development - the sale of the shares of the public enterprise in the
market to local private nationals. This case happened
particularly in Japan.

Situation III

(i) Starting point - an investment idea

(ii) Development - the fresh establishment of an enterprise by two or more
local entrepreneurs under the company law.

98. In the majority of cases of indigenous African private enterprises, the con
centration of activities is in Situation I and III. The origins of indigenous private
enterprises have profound implications on objectives, policies and management styles of
xndigenous private sector as a whole.

99. Since the essence of modern large private enterprises is the existence of two or
more partners who have come together for a common purpose, it is essential to

identify who are these partners or entrepreneurs and what brings them together.

Source of Potential Entrepreneurship

100. Experience has, however, shown that indigenous entrepreneurs in African countries
do not have strong economic base to establish large industries. This is because of
their historical colonial past which inhibited their initiatives and development. The
endowment of resources, again, has not been uniform in all African countries. This
difference naturally determined the distribution of this scarce resurce which is
critical in industrial development.

101 The observations made in this report indicate that countries which were fortunate
to have alrSe business communities enraged in export-import trade provided a potential
for indigenous entrepreneurship. In both Fast and>est Africa, the initial industria
lization process was characterized by a strategy of import substitution pattern. In
order to promote indigenous industrial entrepreneurs. Governments pursued a policy of
import-substitution and provided strong incentives both to local and foreign entrepreneurs.
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The experience in Africa points tc a general pattsrn that the establishment of industrial
enterprises was by entrepreneurs who were iniiiUliy.angled in the commercial houses

dealing with importation of direct consumer goods,, consumer durables, intermediate goods,
capital goods, chemicals end pharmaceutical products.

102. Other potential industrial entreoreneurs cam- from local community or co-operative
societies engaged in export of raw materials such as cocoa, coffee, tea, oilseeds,
cotton etc. Entrepreneurship ras either by individuals, co-operatives or partnerships
of indigenous groups.

103. Other sources of potential entrepreneurship in .medium size industries including
small-scale industries included a mixture of kreje farm owners, retired civil servants
using their past savings, top executives frcw the banking sector, array officials,
eneineeers, technicians and politicians.

Objectives

104. The construction of a private sector enterprises require a clear statement of
goals, purposes and objective*, sought to be achieved by these enterprises. A statement
of objectives provides a meaningful system of controls and evaluation of performance.
The basic conditions for festerinc of private sector enterprises are:

(i) Stability

(ii) Growth

(iii) Profitability

105. The list of objectives of private sector enterprises is normally limited. The
main focus is on maximum profitability and dividend declaration to shareholders.
The shareholders are not concerned directly vith the macro national or social goals.

Elements of Entrepreneurial Role of Indigenouc^jPrv^tt ;>;ctor

(i) Background

:0i. It is recognized that in pronoting their policy of stability, growth and
profitability, after setting up industries, the indirect entrepreneurial role of private
sector is to promote industrial eeveloment through the mechanism of the invisible hand.

It is also recognised that indigenous entrepreneurs in ths context of African countries -'
cannot in practice operate totally independent of governments- They have to establish

industries which are in consonant with the national priorities. It"is normally the
practice in many countries to define areas cf industrial activities open to the private /
sector and licences provided, by Government. The programme of .activities in sectors

reserved for the private enterprises, in most ca&,s is intended to complement and

supplement the national development Plan. '/hile it is true that the areas of activities

and the substantive role of indigenous private entrepreneurs in promoting industrial
development would vary from country to country depending upon political ideology and
other historical elements, it is generally felt that there is a need to support and to
promote indigenous industrial entrepreneurs. It woulc- be a mistaken view to assume
that a Government can singlo-hanSodly sobilize all resources available at the country's
disposal to accelerate industrial development..
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107= Experience has,- however, shown that African countries are deficient of indigenous

entrepreneurs both quantitatively and qualitatively to create an impact in the

industrial development process. There is, thus, an urgent need in Africa to develop

a much greater consciousness among public authorities on the need for promoting and

encouraging development of indigenous entrepreneurs particularly in the sectors

reserved for private investment.

108. It is recognized that private sector has an important and vital role to society

to initiate, manage and run its activities in all sectors of economy in ways that are

conducive to the promotion of equitable social and economic development.

109. Experience in African ocuntries shows that capable genuine indigenous private

enterprises are interested and prepared to support governments in these efforts of

transforming economies,, and many of them have even committed their own resources to

helping solve pressing problems such as rural water supplies schemes1 community

development centres;-rural clinics; schools and many other social projets or self-help

schemes.

Identification of Indigenous Private Enterprises

110. Inhere Governments have been clear on policy and. guidance.- indigenous nrivate

enterprises in African countries have contributed vary substantially in promoting

economic ventures in agriculture and manufacturing. Illustrative cases of constribution

in aiGL:!£yiJ:u£e! include.

(i) Forestry industries

111. Lumbering, furniture-makino, wood processing for building and construction

industries timber for export1 and many other forestry products are some of the areas

in which indigenous private enterprises has been playing a dominant role. It is

evident that historically this sector has enormously contributed towards employment

generation with linkages to local raw materials.

(ii) Su£ar_ sector

112. Indigenous Private sector has a dominant role in production of subar,- jaggery

ancl other suqar products at various scales of production.

(iii) Oilseed processing^ industries

113. Processing of simsin, sunflower seeds, cctton seeds, kapok seeds, groundnuts,

palm oil, has been dominated by the indigenous private sector for many years. These

industries, again have contributed significantly towards increasing the value of these

oil seeds and also generating employment at the same time to rural and urban propulation.

(iv) Tea., coffee_ and cocoa processing

114. These activities are still predominantly in the hands of indigenous private hands.

Tvecentlyr in some countries- state enterprises have taken up processing of these

beverage crops,, albeit not always successfully.
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115. Aside from the above activities, indigenous private sector has taken leadership

role in several other agricultural enterprises. .

-. fruit canning, maize milling, rice nilling, wheat processing, bakery

and many other food crops, at various scales of production.

Illustrative cases in manufacturing activities include:

(v) Textile industries

115. Making of garments, childrenware, textiles, canvas, towels, ready-made clothing,

etc. have predominantly been in the hards of the indigenous private enterprises. These

activities are characterised by high -employment contribution to the economy, besides,

contributing to a basic need.*

^v*' Foundry industries

117. The indigenous private sector has played a dominant role in this area up to the

present day.

(vii) '■■ letal engineering

110. This area, covers a number of opeations. It is characterized by dominance of

indigenous private enterprises. Some of the operations are quite sizeable.

(viii) Pharmaceutical industries

119. This is a sophisticated sector, needing nrecision and patience, which, again, has

been dominated by indigenous anc' foreign private enterprises. :

(ix) .r uilding . industries

120. Making of burnt bricks and quarrying activities are still predominantly in the

private sector in most African countries.

Mining

121. Indigenous rrivate enterprises still dominates in gemstone roinina and cutting:?

salt~making;pottery;mica raininc stone cutting etc.

(x) Repair works?

122. Car repairs■radio and watch repairing anr1 several other electronic repair works

are largely in the indigenous private sector.

123. Asitfe frora the foregoing observations, indigenous orivate sector has been taking

a very substantial and significant role in initiating and managing these enterprises.

The sectors discussed in the foregoina are not exhaustive. As is veil known, the trade

sector for many years has been in the r-rivate sector. The few examples of enterprises

indicated above are only intended to illustrate what has and what can be controbited

by indigenous private sector.
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Areas of Entrepreneurial Role of Indigenous Private Enterprise

124. while recognising that the nature of: indigenous private enterprises varies

considerably from country to country depending upon national environments and

political ideologies, the most practical course for the purpose of the present

assessment would be to accent this sector's important role in all African countries.

The development, of African economies dpehds in no small"measure on investment and

production capabilities of indigenous private entrepreneurs. It is also the general

consensus that in most African countries the indigenous private sector accounts for a

significant size of investments in productive sectors;.it produces a large part of exports

and basic consumer goods,- and generates substantial employment:and it provides the

economy with managerial and technical skills^

125. Having in mind these practical effects of contribution by indigenous Private

enterprises, as well as the influence of the productivity and efficiency levels

on the quality of management and production, it is becoming even more obvious that

there is not only a need, to adaot policy measures to encourage the co-existence of

this sector with the state sector but that changes should be made in society's "v

attitude as regards neaative thinkino about the nrivate sector. There is no doubt that

future growth in African economies will continue to depend on capabilities of a

vigorous private sector.

126. Among the significant areas of entrepreneurial role of indigenous private sector,

the following are considered to be of importance and consequently potential material

for future industrial advancement of African countries.

- the establishment of industries which cater for mass consumption*

- the development of industrial culture and discipline together .-/ith

consciousness of the importance of proner project identification and

selection, reflected particularly in their decision criteria'

- mobilisation of domestic savings for industrial development

-- provision of maximum services to the peasants and workers through

consumption and expanded, network of distribution system;

- determination of adequate t>io vision of vorkinc capital and anoropriate
determination of capital structure

- the need to conceive of a project in a rational manner*

~ promotion of export-orienteo production activities to increase

foreign exchange earnings for achieving self-reliance r-

- increasing the value of local rav materials through processing
them locally:

- implementing government policies especially as embodied in industrial .:
strategy:: ■

- providing consultancy service on investment, exoort promotion etc.

through co-operative societies or chambers of commerce■-

- generating eir.ployir.ent through use of appropriate technology '

- producing inr-uts required by state"sector - :

- the Eiedium size enterprises being promoted by indigenous private sector

cater for social responsibility of the whole system of industrial
enterprises: ' .

- promotion of projects with linkaaes effect in the economy while the

state sector is involved in other major national projects-
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- supplementing and complimenting efforts in the industrialization process;

utilizing local raw materials; developing technologies; increasing manpower

capabilities; upgrading human skills and so forthc

Opportunities for future^growth

1271 In the light of the preceding discussion and the identification of the maia

contributors of indigenous private sector to national economy? it is felt that African

countries have promising opportunities for industrial growth and expanded indigenous

private sectora The opportunities for entrepreneurial role by the indigenous rector

is great* Profitable investments are inexhaustible and the natural resources are

still in abundance for exploitation^ Indeed^ the lacuna for increased indigenous

private sector entrepreneurial role in support of the national industrial development

is very wide,-. In. this connexion? it is noted that nearly all African countries have

great potential for the development ofz

(i) Engineering industriess

(ii) Metallurgy industries - such as iron and steelj

(iii) Chemical and petro—chemical industries;

(iv) Building industriesj

(v) Forestry industries|

(vi) Construction industries;

(vii ) Agro-indu3tr?.ee j

(viii) Mining industries?

(ix) Assembly industries;

(x) Food processing industries;

(x:*.) Fishing industries;

(xii) Energy industries«

128a These sectors constitute the hard core of industries to be implemented in the

Lagos Pla.i of Action^ In most of African countries5 there has been primary emphasis

in starting these industries,, This strategy has been supported by high level

authorities in mos': counti'ies« One result of this strategy as agreed at the Lagos

Conference is to involve all state oachinery and institutions to launch these activiti©,-.

at national? regional- or subregional levelse Given the need for starting these

industries, it is the responsibility of each country to get the most out of this

strategy by better promotion and encouragement of entrepreneurial role of all groups

of industrial agentr. involved in industrial development* For the long-run benefits

to the economy, there should be efforts to increase local paiiricipation and active

involvement of indigenous private enti-eprsueurship to exploit the opportunities

offered by the above prdority industrieso The opportunities for profitable productive

investments are ava±lableo The advantages to the t;onomy in as far as deeping

technology and upgrading skills and manpower capabilities are very substantial*
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Issues and problems

129. While considering the entrepreneurial role of the indigenous private sector
in promoting industrial development, it is important to take note of the position
that the operations and management of indigenous private sector have not been.
without issues and problems. The important interlinked issues and problems include:

- Motivation and incentives. Lack of these aspects have inhibited optimum
economic construction of this sector.

- Degree of bonseiousness of. the importance of the indigenous private sector.
In some countries concentration has been given to. the state or foreign
sector only* Very little concern or publicity has been given to the

indigenous private sector and its potential*

- Identification of problems and needs* Often, no effort has been given to
extend technical assistance"to this sector.

- External support facilities. These have not been easily available at
the required tinie to this sector.

- In-house training facilities within the enterprises have not been available
or adequate«

- Communication between private entrepreneurs and government authorities
has occasionally been very peripheral* [ .

- Lack of motivation and stability of individuals to be trained in the
indigenous sector.

- Financing has sometimes been a big bottleneck*.

- Lack of clearly articulated investment policies and the role of indigenous
private sector.

- Excessive criticisms by politicians concerning private entrepreneurs, leading
to loss of morale by those actively invalued in the sector.

- Failure to indicate in the national strategy and economic measures the

areas and direction in which indigenous private ent«pprises should be
encouraged to grow. * . ■ : ■

- Administrative constraints and excessive bureacracy in processing foreign

exchange applications frcm the private entrepreneursj approval of industrial
premises; allocation of raw material, supplies, ect«

;R and D facilities; consultancy services; system of bulk purchase
of raw materials and spare parts.
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- Lack of managerial skills have also diminished the effectiveness and

contribution of this s«etor.

- Lack of information or access to it with regard to investment opportunities,
project portfolios, governmental services, etc.

Characteristic features and attitude

Most entrepreneurs do not behave in a businesslike manner* For African

entrepreneurs who have not had a long business experience «r who have not had indust

rial cultural exposure at all, their decision t» invest in a particular venture has .

always been a question of losing a shirt and bread for the family. It is obvious

that African entrepreneurs have been extremely cautious in investing their funds

in productive investments. These elements have been reflected in their characteristic

features and attitudes* Given the circumstances and environment, African entre

preneurs cannot be said to .be risk averse. &»e of these elements are discussed
below;

(a) Attitude to risk .

131o Industrial entrepreneurs have tended to be «ver careful in their investment

selection* Most of them have chosen activities with minimal risks and maximum

government protection. As a result «f this attitude, many of then have tended to

go into activities which do not command hi^i priority of national level. However,

given the circumstances and environment in which they operate without even adequate

governmental policy support, African entrepreneurs cannot be blamed for being so
cautious.

High profitability

132O Choice of activities fer investments has tended most of the time to gravitate

to projects with guaranteed high profits, low investment cost and gestation period

shortest. This means that most of them prefer to go for middle and final stages of

processing, for example, garment industries, steel tubes and steel furniture making,
etc*

(°) Preference for foreign equipment

133» These entrepreneurs have a strong preference for foreign technology and lack

of confidence for locally made equipment and machinery* This attitude runs counter

to the policy of encouraging and developing local technology.

(c) Preference for local market

134o In the absence of attractive incentive schemes for encouraging competitive
experts or because of complicated rebate procedures for exports, m»st entrepreneurs

prefer to sell in the local market where their expenses are minimal*
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National Support. Measures Needed

135* The elemental aspect that requires tn be emphasized in the entrepreneurial

role of indigenous private sector is that at the present stage in Africa private

enterprise-business, were started by agricultural landlords with money to spare;

by technicians who""worked in bigger firms, and desired to branch, exit in thier.ovn

business; by the intelligentsia; by co-operative societies which were formerly
engaged exclusively" in"expert of raw materials; by retired civil servants; by people
who were engaged in coranercial trade and so forth* All these entrepreneurs experience

different problems in the. running of their enterprises such ass^. .

- lack of technical talents

-" lack of management talents

- some were goaded by incessant urge for quick money cr just business adventure.

- .lack of raw-materials, spare parts and other supplies* _

1T6C Encouraging entrepreneurs requires that suitable facilities for each case r^.^

sought to be created. '"The handling of the numerous problems facing ■ indigenous
private entrepreneurs is complicated. The attempt should" always be to ethuse
potential industrialists to come forward through a methodical process of motivation

and activation,

137c In generalf the common areas of national measures to assist these entrepreneurs

include series ,-.f steps in financial assistance; in practical consultancy work;
in technology; in marketings in training? in R and' Dj in providing infrastructure
facilities; support for procurement .of materials, and equipment; and in providing
basic incentives. Certain specific points for assisting the development of indigenous

private entrepreneurs are indicated below;" " ■

- Establishment at the National Plan level of a Uaison Committee between the

planning authority and bodies which represent iixtrepreneurs ^frpn the indigenous

■ private, sector * . . . -

- Establishment of an Industrial Developnent Centre where these entrepreneurs

* can pick sune new industrial ideas. "Project portfolios could also be made
available for the entrepreneurs to choose those they are interested mo

- Carrying rut sector or industry studies about desirable extent of concentra

tion of indigenous private sector entsi*prisesc ;

- Setting up of an arsenal of clear lows providing: .firms with advantages and

incentives*

- Establishment of an organization to help small and nediun size firms in their
participation to export drive and to produce competitively^

- Establishment of a group of specialized agencies to help these entrepreneurs

in the industrial sectors and branches where they are involved or can find

investment opportunities*
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In addition to the above measures, governments can adopt sorae other measures
calculated to:

—"expedite the setting up of training centres;

- encourage specialized plants to supply intermediate goods and provide

industrial services to potential entrepreneurs;

- organize marketing facilities threu^iout the country to promote local sale

as well as exports;

- facilitate procurement arrangements through bull; purchasing;

- offer long-tern loans at low rates of interest;

- stimulate the grouping of sane related entreprises into eo-operatives or

associations of manufacturers;

- ensure a direct institutional assistance through th*fornation «f a #»entral

organization, (such as an Industrial Prerrction and Extension Service).

139* Establish industrial institutes whose scope and functions would crvert

(i) technical research;

(ii) product design;

(iii) economic research;

(iv) training and extension services;

(v) information and industrial relations;

(vi) industrial workshops and Industrial^>remises;

(vii) -examining and seeking methods for correcting and ensuring full utilization
r>f machinery, appropriate maehine operations and several problems involved

in this area; ■ :

(viii) adoption of suitable methods and production procedures f«r the indigenous
situations of climate and raw materials available, and inadequate skilled

manpower;

(ix) combination of the introduction of machinery and other capital saving
methods and devices;

(x) product choice,, design and development;

(xi) exploring appropriate technology of "intermediate technology";

(xii) initiate manufacturing research whenever possible for particular items
in consultation with firms and wider orders «f national governments;
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(xiii) testing of equipment and machinery;

(xix) dissemination of *know-how1 aspects*

140* Other measures to improve and «ncourage the development «f indigenous private

Sector entrepreneurs would include:

- Regular consultations between government and various entrepreneurial

■ ■■■■- groups! : ■..-.■..:.■■■■.. .'".- .. .-.■-

- Government should strive to remove ambiguities about the role ,*f"' ,~ \

private sectors; " ! . . . . ". .

- Indigenous private entrepreneurs and government should co-operate in the

design and execution of policies to expand;industriesj •■ . .-. . :■''

- Government should devise, with participation of the, private sector, realistic

"' : mu'lti-^year development plans and/or coherent and plausible development strate

gies}

- Government should review all legislation and- "regulations affecting private

enterprises, with a view towards removing inoonaistaaicies and unintended

disincentives, and to otherwise improve the design and administration *f these

systems* , ' :

- Political loaders and;the press should resist (or be discouraged from) making
undue public criticise of private enterprises. Encouragement■should be given

to business entrepreneurs to work harmoniously with government and at the same

time the business community should demonstrate social responsibility and

willingness in solving pressing antional social problems through industrializa

tion process.
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CHAPTER TV ...

FOREIGN INVESTORS AND ENTREPRSNSURSHIP

Introductory ; * * ' ' - *■ ■

141• This chapter aims at prvviding a brief account of the role of foreign investors

in Africa in relation to the development of entrepreneurial •apabilities by various

industrial groups, and some of the issues that have cone up f»r consideration in this

contextc ,At the outset it may be useful to consider briefly the nature and kinds »vf

foreign enterprises in Afrioa, the forms they occupy in the •oonomy and their entre

preneurial contribution.

Categories of foreign enterprises ;

142. Foreign enterprises in African countries may be grouped under three broad
categories: .

- Wholly owned subsidiaries of foreign companiesj

.— Branches of foreign companies; ■

- Transnationals investing in an industrial enterprise in the country.

Patterns of Foreign Investments. . .

143* Foreign industrial projects do not have a .unique profile. They are sometimes

small or large and the element of marketing itself might have a widely varying

role in relation to proposed output.

144* Foreign industrial enterprises in the content of conditions in developing

Africa might be broadly divided into three clear-cut types•

First, there are foreign industries wherein the optional technical and economic

scale is high, the volume of «utput is large in an absolute sense and, as a result,

in excess of the needs of the h«st country. These awcre established on a transnational

basis with other foreign companies who had access t* overseas markets.

Second, there are foreign industries characterized by a vast heterogeneity

of end products - for example, textile and clothing industries, plastic products,

rubber products <>

Third, a group of foreign industries comprised of snail plants in econonic

and technical terms.

Dimensions oft Investment

145- The spread and range of activities in foreign enterprises in Africa, the

order to investment involved, the magnitude of the turn-over and the size of the

manpower varies from country to country. In general, the enterprise groups covered

is assfollows:
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- construction;

- enterprises producing and selling goodsi

(i) steel;

(ii) minerals and metals, other than coal;

(iii) coalj

(iv ) petroleum;

(v) chemicals and phamaocuticals;

(vi) heavy engineering;

(vii) mediun and light engineering;

(viii) transport equipmentj

(ix) consumer goods;

(x) agro-based industries;

- service industries; ' <-'"'. *

(i) trading and marketing services; ' .

(ii) transportation services;

(iii) contracts and t^onsvructi-on services j

(iv) industrial development and technical consuitaJKry services;

(v) financial services*,

Financing of Foreign Enterprises^ . .

146, - Equity in the form of cash investment;

- Equity in the form of machinery and equipment, technology, use of

patents and trade narks;

- Suppliers1 credits;

- Commercial loans - overseas;

- Commercial l^ans - local*

Aims and Objectives of Foreim Investment and Entrepreneurs

147. It is axiomatic that the 'establishment of foreign investments and entrepreneurs

requires a clear statement of the goals, purposes and end objectives sought to be

achieved by thenu If it is accepted that foreign entrepreneurship is essentially

one of the instruments of accelerating industrial development, generating local employ

ment, upgrading local skills, promoting exports, generating or conserving foreign

exchange, then it is clear that the objectives of foreign entrepreneurs cannot be

viewed in isolation They, should be part of the overall national objectives and

should in fact be derived frorcf;such national goals, It is necessary, therefore,

as a starting point, to understand the nature and content of the foreign entrepreneure*

objectives and thereafter analyse the contributional role of foreign investments.
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Among the objectives of foreign entrepreneurs are; . ■ ■ -,-.

High return on capita..', employed'.

- stability$

- growth;

- political low risk;

- access to io;.al markets which may otherwise be not available to them due

to inport restrictions ., competition;

- access to local raw materialsj

- access to cheap labourf

- ma-ximum de^larat5-on ' f dividends;

- use of high technology which maximizes profits)

- use of foreign skills and industrial services.*

The foregoing aims and objectives are naturally at variance with 'some of

basic objectives which practically all developing countries must necessarily be

seeking to achieve namelyi

- to eliminate poverty; ■ 1. . r __._.. . ...

- to ra^Lee living^standards; ■ ■ . ., . ....

- to increase gross national product; ■ ■

- to increase per capital incones|

- to attain self-sufficiency in technology and human skills;

- to piTo.:i '-te experts;

- to ace derate'inaustrifil devfeltipnent;

~ t". generate full employment;

- »o "

Onflictinn Interests . . ■

150, It should not be assumed "that foreign enterprises are sstablished in the ec

economies in order to promote national objectivesc Practically evnry foreign

entrepreneur Mas his own interestnc In these two situations of state and foreign

entrepreneurs interests, there might'be contraditionsn Among the coranon contra

dictions are the

- "Self-reliance vs dependency^ The foreign owned enterprises often

to prefer a much longer quantum of imported component and sub-^assemblies

either fron the parent ccsnpanyj if any? Ox- fron the country of the investor*

This is a c ntradiction to the goals of promoting larger indigenous

manufacturi:ig content-whether in the enterprises itself or through ancillary

developments
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Rapid recoupment of capital invested© The foreign investor is often

interested in quicker returns on investment than may be ceopatible with

the growth profile of the enterprise or the market pricing patterno In

monopoly ^r quasi-monopoly situations such as are induced by import substitu

tion strategyP the selling price of the product may be kept artificially

high and may have no relationship to cost of production.-. Unless suitably

regulated, the higher market price would lead to inflationary pressure in

the economye

Repatriation of dividends. The tendency is to have large devidends rather

than''building up reserves for the enterprise^

Srxiibecohoraic benefit and maximisation of profits,. This is another area

of potential contradiction between- the objectives of fhe i-rreign investor

and the overall socio—economic objectives of the country© Several countries

have designed policy mechanisms so as to have balance between achievement

of socio-economic objectives and attracting foreign investment*11 2/

Broad Areas of Entrepreneurial Role of Foreign Investors and Entrepreneurs

151« Although tensions associated with foreign enterprises have been similar fx*<~vi

one country to the next, it is still being acknowledged that the entrepreneurial

role of foreign investment is useful* Thus, in spite o:?'re3ervationsf the majority

of host countries have, on the whole, encouraged foreign direct investment, usually

attempting to obtain a tacit "trade off" between the political, economic and socio-

cultural costs and benefits- . ..

The role of foreign investments thus raises questions ranging from permanent

sovereignty over resources to possible conflicts with national priorities and to

distortion of consumption patterns and income distribution* The evaluation of the

economic costs and benefits' of foreign investments raises many methodological problem;:

and conclusions often depend on the assumptions made regarding alternative ways of

action.

(a) IJfoployment

Employment generation by the entrepreneurial role of foreign investment for

example appears to be generally positive though modest in the context of the total

economy. Foreign investors prefer to use capital intensive technology rather than

labour intensive technology^ JSnplQytnent of senior key positions and technical posi

tions is normally reserved for expatriates.;

(b) Management - - '

153» Managerial and technical skills transfer' has been in theory rather than in

practice*. These areas of employment are usually manned by expatriates. There are

extremely rate cases in which foreign enterprise have led the way for training of

2/ Entrepreneurship Development and Industrial Growth by Kan Dr Mariwalla

P.35.
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local staff at managerial level* Local managerial capabilities development through
the role of foreign investment can be said to be positive contribution but the
pricess has npt been significant enough,

(c) Technology Effect ■

154• Technology transfer is the major element in the direct investment package of
foreign Investors. In Africa, foreign investors and transnational corporations

are the primary suppliers of technology either through direct investment or in other

ways* One of the main advantages of the transnational coprorations in this field

is their ability to develop into commercially viable products and processes based

on technological knowledge often generated elsewhere, in particular, in government

financed researchD In view of the fact that such technologies are only being imported

and not developed in the host countries, local entrepreneurship development of

technology by foreign investors has not made very significant impact*

(a)

155o Over and above the question of imported technology by foreign investors, ,

is the question of establishing R and D facilities in the host countries* The

role nf foreign investors has not been very clear. Not many investors have established

full facilities for 3 and D apart from constructing little laboratories for carrying

out their own chemical testso But the potential for their more positive contribution
is still to be exploitedc

(e) Priority of activities and Location

156o In some countries, foreign investments has gone into the areas which are
in conformity with national priorities*, Foreign entrepreneurship in such cases has

met with great successo But in most cases foreign investments have been directed in

areas and sectors which are not in the priority of the country* This is mainly

because their perception of risks and uncertainty in Africa is rather high* Fear

cf nationalisation and difficulties of being given fair compensation is still in the

minds of several foreign investors. With careful study of areas suitable for foreign

investors and proper guidelines of activities opened to then, great potential exists

in Africa for their entrepreneurship contribution Government should exercise

caution? however? so that local entrepreneurship is not stiffled by the foreign

investorsa "

(f) Competition 3etween Local and Foreign Enterprises

157e Foreign investments have always shown to be efficiently run* Foreign entrepi'e-

neurial leadership in efficient management provides a healthy xxxtpetition to State

and other local enterprises. Competition is sometimes unfair, especially the foreign

investors iiisists on excessive manipulation of markets and sources of supplies. .
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(g) Mobilisation of Resources

158p In external mobilisation of resource, many foreign companies have provide^

leaderships One of the contributing factor is their external business connexions

including managing of the businesses on strict commercial principles acceptable

to external lenders » . . .

(h) Management Information System

159o Because of their earlier start in industrial enterprises, information systems

in foreign enterprises is well organized* This is an area in wh:\ch foreign ter

enterprises can contribute very substantially to local enterprises0 Prop

MIS is a pre-requisite for accountability, monitoring and evaluation of performance of

enterprises*

(i). Investment Control Systems : ■

ISO*. Systems of investment analysis, production management, inventor-/ controo,

financial planning, marketing are highly sophisticated in foreign enterprises^ This

culture has been derived from their home countries. Local entrepreneurship develop

ment by foreign investors in this direction is undoubtedly very useful and beneficial

to the other local enterpriseSr

(j) Other fields

151. Ohter areas of entrepreneurial role of foreign investments in the host countries

would cover areas such as:

- organization and access to stable supply of raw materials from overseasj

- proper vetting system for ordering machinery and equipment and procurement

arrangements;

- management, organization of production including inputsj

- standards and quality control;

- exports and buy-back arrangements,

152,, There is nothing wrong in encouraging foreign investors and entrepreneurs«

What should be stressed is that two aspects need to be done. First, careful study

■of-.the areas opened to foreign investors should be undertaken at macro levels Second -

guidelines or manual for foreign investors should also be prepared^ The guidelines

should indicate clearly all legislations affecting foreign investments including

specifications of fiscal and monetary incentives available to foreign investors*
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l53» Foreign investors and entrepreneurss no doubt, provide sanguine prospects

for accelerated industrial growth through deeping of domestic pctential.for local

production of capital goods7 intermediate goods, consumer durables, domestic market

expansion and technology* In the,, light ,of this, African countries have an obligation,

to improve industrial legislations, investment codes and should review their invest

ment directives to -natch with the national objectives of bringing about structural .

transformation in their econcoies through industrial investment; in all productive

sectors* They should, in particular, spell out precisely what institutional reforms

and what economic, monetary, fiscal and ta;i measures will ensure that external capital

will adapt to local conditions and that the local economy shall be enabled to

capture its share of the rewards, for.. example9 through, the re-investment of profits,

training of indigenous expertise and conversion of their resources into genuine

domestic inputs with high and rising local value added* .

Foreign Investors^ and Entrepreneurs and^ thea Lagos Plan of Actr. on

154* Although there is antipathy towards fully owned foreign enterprises, there

is evidence that foreign entrepreneurs can play an inevitable role in the implementa

tion of the Lagos Plana As indicated above the contributions of foreign entrepreneurs

in Africa in the overall industrial sector are most felt in the following areas! '

- employment generation; * .

- production of intermediate goods;

- production of consumer durables;

- local resource utilization;

- import substitution;

- export promotion,,

The emphasis in the Lagos Plan of Action is on the following industries!

- engineering industriesj

- metallurgy industries;, .

-building and construction industriesj

- chemical and petro—chemical industries;

- agro—industries|

- forestry industries; ■ , . ...

l55» In all the above sectors, there are wide scopes for. involving foreign

entrepreneurs, A basic cliaracteristic of these sectors is that they promote vertical,

and horizontal linkages through the utilization .of domestic resources and productinn

of intermediate goods. All the positive attributes of foreign entrepreneurs1 .

contribution mentioned above can be achieved through the promotion of these basic

industries and by involving all categories of internreneurdLa1 groups0
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156. A close examination of the above priority industries, indicate that their

technology and management requirements are sophisticated. Closely related to this

point is the fact that these industries need extensive market# Usually, foreign

entrepreneurs have started these industries elsewhere or might have worked in a

large establishment of similar nature and, therefore, they have the entrepreneurial zeal

to enter into such areas in collaboration with local investors* It is,, however, noted

that in these major priority industries, Africa has a number of constraints, namely:

- small marketsj

- low demand3

- lack of capital|

- lack of adequate foreign exchanges

- lack of entrepreneurial skills 5

'■ — lack of technology. . ..

'l57« It would therefore be noted that foreign entrepreneurship offers prrospects

"for initiating and collaborating with governments in starting these industries.

Institutional Measures for Support

l68« The role of government in supporting foreign investors and entrepreneurs is

invariably critical, African governments should work out policies which harmonize

the interests of foreign investors and entrepreneurs as well as those of the host

countries*

159« An instrumental development policy for assisting foreign investors and

entrepreneurs may include the following1

- the establishment at the national plan level of a Liaison Committee

between the planning authority and bodies which represent foreign

investors and entrepreneurs., The Committee should serve to establish

real contacts and review of the problems of foreign investors»

- Government should carry out sector by sector or industry studies of the

desirable extent of concentration of foreign investments,

- An arsenal of laws providing foreign firms with appropriate advantages or

incentives to carry out schemes favoured by the national authorities.

- Government should publicise incentives and methods which can help to attract

foreign investments*;

- Clarity should be made on public incentives pertaining to!

(i) tax relief5

(ii) profits and dividend repatriation?

(iii) Tax concession 011 importation of machinery, equipment and spai^e parts ac

well as other import privileges.
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(iv) Market protection incentives;

- Public policy should be clearly spelt out with regard to:

(i) development of indigenous technology;

(ii) importing of technical and managerial, skills;

(iii) processing local raw materials;

(iv) training industrial manap-wer;

(v) development of priority industries in collaboration with
foreign investors; and

- Removal of existing institutional disincentives.

170. In the light of the proceding discussions, identifications of potential
contributions by foreign investors and entrepreneurs and a complex range of

problem areas and issues, it can be concluded that foreign investment does play a

crucial role in the industrial process of Africa. It is, therefore, necessary t*>

attention en a specifically and clearly defined strategy of encouraging participation
of foreign investors and entrepreneurs in sectors which are of direct and immediate
relevance to the African countries.
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aiAPTER "

ENTREPRENEURSHIP THROUGH JOINT VENTURES

Introduction

171. The importance of joint venture could readily be assessed from the fact that it
has*a very important role to play in every sector of the African economies. The need
to increase the role of joint ventures in Africa in the 1930s is on the following

premises:

- An increasing share of the total business of the large corporations
active internationally vjill be in the developing countries. The latter

will become relatively more important for purchasing materials, for

manufacturing and for sale. Ho lonqer will these markets be considered

"marginal.Hence1international, firms will enter into longer-term

commitments in the developing countries with greater care? and1 there

will be greater need, to protect corporate interests- technology, quality,

goodwill and'corporate name and earnings.

- It is possible that international firms will have greater ability to

■ analyse political risks adequately and adopt risk-minimizing strategies,

wherever necessary.

- In the long run, there is bound to be a worldwide spread of managerial

skills thereby eroding some of the advantages held up-to-date by the

developed countries1 corporations.

- A greater development of participative management in many forms will

be probable. This implies greater local control, which may thus

forge the development of more joint ventures.

- A result of increased global economic interdependence, world trade

(goods, skills, and capital) will continue to increase more rapidly

than world production. Vhis implies that the inputs into a given

manufacturing unit are more likely to be , internationally

likewise the sales.

- It is possible that worlc trade in goods, capital, technology and skills

will become increasingly coir«petitive, in part because of the accelerated

development of. And structural changes in the developing countries plus

the improvement of'market information services outside the large

international manufacturing corporations. This may improve the room for

joint venture options.on the part of developing countries.3/

Scope and coverage

172. Among the important functions of joint ventures in Africa :.s the promotion of

the modern sector, that is, fostering .the development of enterprises in,the field ofi-

Industry

3/ Joint Ventures anc" Public Enterprises, by the International Centre for Public

Enterprise, P.20-21.
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- Corranerce

- Finance

- Transport

- Communication

- Mining .

- ■ Research .

- Commercial agriculture

- Agribusiness and. so forth.

Characteristic features

173. The following features are particularly important in an international joint

venture;

- a separate incorporated enterprise in which participating investors, are

state or private or both;

- commitment capital resources in various combinations and pren utations;

- sharing of responsibilities in some agreed arrangement;

- taking of joint risks; and

- sharing benefits from the venture on some agreed principle.

Pattern of joint ventures

174. A survey of joint ventures provide many permutations and combinations,

including?

(i) A joint venture between two public enterprises to set up

a common subsidiary.

(ii) A joint venture between provincial and central government

in federal structures

(iii) A joint, venture between the state and the workers of the

enterprise

(iv) A joint, venture between a public enterprise and a domestic

private enterprise

(v) A joint venture between a state enterprise and a public foreign

enterprise

(vi) A joint venture between public enterprises of two or more develop

ing countries

(vii) A joint venture set up by governments of several developing

countries

(viii) A joint venture between a state enterprise and a private foreign

enterprise
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(ix) h joint venture between a local/indigenous private enterprise and

a foreign public enterprise.

■■■■■ (x) A joint venture between a local/indigenous private enterprise

and a foreign private enterprise.

175. In summary, the patterns of joint ventures indicated in the foregoing can be

grouped into four major categories, namely:

(a) Domestic joint venture;

(b) International joint venture;

(c) Joint ventures among developing countries;

(d) Joint ventures involving Centrally Planned Economies.

Advantages of joint ventures

176. Jhese can be divided into two categories: (a) International ventures between

private and state enterprises and (b) state enterprises joint ventures.

(a) International - private - State joint ventures

177. Common advantages are:

(i) Increasing the capital inflows into the required sectors of

the economy;

■ •v.:. (ii) Creation of new employment opportunities;

(iii) Plows of technology and know-how?

(iv) Improving quality and standard of management;

(v) Providing new marketing channels, particularly in the area

of exports; and

(vi) Greater share from the final states of the raw materials.

joint ventures

178. Advantages

(i) "The public sector has a relatively long-term view of the

national economy. It can implement a national development

policy, with.the help of international joint ventures,

because it can specifically take into account the national

goals and priorities in development.

{ii) Through public enterprises the national policy makers i.e.

the governments of a, given developing country, could control

more directly certain international operations and could

especially unit or reduce the reserve capital flows, which

constitute a grave danger in the case of private sector joint

ventures.
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(iii) The governments of the developing countries can possibly improve

and increase their bargaining power and influence the conditions

of capital movements. .This is especially important when the

foreign partners happen to be transnational corporations.

(iv) By uniting their economic power with public enterprises in other

developing countries, joint ventures could create a relatively

large and efficient production base for a given region or

export base in the world market.

(v) They could contribute efficiently than private firms to the

spread of the imported technoloov through joint venture

arrangements in certain sectors of the econoiny with deliberate

linkages between national science, technology and international

sources. "';.'"

Civ) They could establish and maintain a firm control over natural

resources; at the same time they could utilize them in

economically feasible way in order to increase their share from

the final sales of the exported (and processed) raw materials'.4/

Entrepreneurial role of joint ventures

179. It is implicit from the foregoing discussion that the aspects of contribution

by joint venture entrepreneurship are varied and several. It should be mentioned

from the start that under normal circumstances are the contribution of joint

venture in African countries the same. While governments have a major part to play,

a lot can also be accomplished by joint venture operations. Some of the areas in

which joint venture entrepreneurship could contribute to accelerate industrial

development and to raise productivity are discussed below:

(i) Investment promotion

180. It would not be wrong to state that a number of industries in Africa in all

sectors are initiated on a joint venture basis. This is still characteristic up

to the present time. Initiation of project ideas either come from the state

enterprise or foreign partner. It would be noted that the added advantage of the

foreign partner is that he has the tools and skills for proper project preparation

and access to stable supply of raw materials, equipment, plant and machinery, and

procurement arrangement. Illustrations of joint ventures in African countries

are found in large and medium scale manufacturing industries.

(ii) Investment finance

181. It is generally agreed that capital, technical know-how .and entrepreneurship are

scare resources in Africa. Joint venture arrangement have contributed significantly

in the much needed resources for industrial development.

4/ Joint Ventures and Public Enterprises in Developing Countries, by ICPE, P.24*.
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(iii) Management know-how

182. Joint venture entrepreneurship has an obvious merit of acting as a conduit

for acquisition of management know-how and for an absorption of the complex systems

of rK>dern entrepreneurial endevour. The merit of this lies in the process of

progressive training of local staff and appointments of local counterparts to

various senior positions.

(iv) Technology transfer

183. Joint ventures in Africa have .assumed an effective leadership role for

effective technology transfer and its successful absorption.

(v) Marketing opportunities

184. The leadership role for marketing opportunities established by joint ventures is

largely applicable in the case of export oriented industries. The NESTLE Company in

Abidjan, Ivory Coast is a classical example. - . ,.

(vi) Creating optimum sized units

185. The CIMAO project in Togo is a good example of co-operation between two countries

to establish a cement plant of an optimum size unit.

Basic Issues and Problems

186. An examination of the joint venture entrepreneurship poses a number of questions

such as: .

- How can capital and technology be acquired by the host country without

losing control?

- What is the expected net economic benefit in terms of real income and

employment?

- Are the economic benefits consistent with socio-political interests of

the country? .

- What is the acceptable trade-off between benefits and costs of joint

ventures investments?

- VJhere will a joint firm be located within the host country?

- What are the foreign exchange implications of a particular international

joint venture?

- Will new technology really be brought in the joint venture activity?

•r. will the host government hold majority shares and top jobs in the joint

venture?

- will the firm's product be exported, if so where?

- What will be the nature of the firmfs operations - assembling or

manufacturing?
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187. Among the most important factors in a diagnostic examination of international

joint venture are: financial capital, technology, technical information and

expertise, plant, machinery and equipment, management, marketing,-materials and

intermediate products.

(I) Finance aspects

188. Joint ventures do pause a number of policy issues. These are:

(a) Equity participation: proportions of equity contribution

between national enterprise and foreign investors;

(b) Princing Policies; Profit-oriented

- revenue-oriented

- equity-oriented

- promotion-oriented

■ ; . ~ export-oriented . .

, - -: import-oriented

- international parity-oriented.

(c; Profit Determination: This issue is linked to government policy

on dividends declaration and remittance to overseas country;

(d) Re-investment of Profits: This is another aspect which is
susceptible to conflict in a joint venture,-

(e) Remittance of dividends: This is another area of irritation

to the foreign partners in the joint venture;

(f) Taxation: Foreign partners normally insist on a number of ;
concessions.

(ii) Technology control

189. The foreigner's contribution in joint venture embraces all the facets of
technology, namely:

- provision of proprietary technology which involves secret process;

- use of patents and trade marks;

- transmission of technical information on products, process and

techniques on a once-for-all or continuous basis; and

- provision of engineering and consulting services on an 'ad hoc1 or
fulltime basis.

190. Here the issue is that a state enterprise would insist on having a say on the type

of technology and its modification which normally is being resisted by.the foreign
owners.

(iii) Marketing and sales network

191. Here there are two issues:
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(a) State enterprise insists on having full control

of new markets and sales outside the host: countries;

<b) Foreign partners prefer captive and insulated markets.

(iv) ^!c.riggeinent

192. Main issuer and problems are:

styles and orientation '

- power, authority

- styj.es representation in the boards

- quality of personnel

religion

- financial privileges for expatriates

- socio-political-economic ideologies

- qualifications of foreigners

- staffing of senior positions

- training of local staff

- replacement of expatriates

Evaluation of Joint Venture

193. Central to the question of evaluation of joint ventures is the need to review
periodically performance of ventures and to check whether the expected benefits in
the field of technology, technical-know-how, management skills, training, foreign
markets, e^gltation of local resources and rapid economic development achieved.
Some of these aspects are measurable, others are not.

194. It is rrjcocniized that the circumstances of state enterprises in African
countries differ from one country to another. Many of them are still young and

inexperienced in conducting effective partnership negotiations with foreign investors
An important aspect of joint ventures in African countries today is to recognize
their need for performance improvement.

Measures and P'.-.r>r;ort Needed

195. The main arc;;* of support needed are:

- the formulation of a proper and fair joint venture agreement;

- the adoption of flexible conditions regarding equity participation
by the foreign partner;

- the transfer of technology, its adaptation to local needs and its
periodical updating;

- the treinino of local personnel policies and manuals;

- the determination of various financial parameters in the
of joint venture;

- the determination of guidelines for marketing strategies.
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196. These aspects need different inputs of expertise from local experts assisted by

international institutions like UNIDO, CTNC, UNCTAD and ECA.

Monitoring

197. Keeping in view the significance and criticality of joint ventures, is very

crucial in Africa. Many countries have had nasty experience with joint ventures.

Both at governmental and state enterprise level, there is need for systematic

monitoring to ensure that all the provisions of the joint venture agreements are

adhered to and that there are no malpractices or deviations from the expectation of

the venture.
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CHAPTER VI

SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Introduction

198. The importance of small-scale industries can readily be assessed from the fact
that it has a role to play in every sector of the economy. As a result, the need

to improve the managerial, technological, financial, organisational, commercial, and
economical aspects of the small-scale industry sector is not of government concern :

alone but also necessary for the private entrepreneurs as well as all agencies and

institutions charged with the responsibilities of developing the sector. A recent

wave of entrepreneurs who have emerged, in this sector, has led to a sudden realisation
in Africa of the critical importance of small-scale industries particularly during

this current development decade.

7-;1t It is recognized that the activities of small-scale industries in the rural and

urban areas range from traditional operations to activities which require modem

technology. Correspondingly, tools, equipment, technology, organizational as well,

as managerial requirements for the whole sector vary in content and complexity.

200. Nearly all African entrepreneurs are passing through the same stage of develop

ment. The usual pattern is for these entrepreneurs to start with dynamic small

operations and then to expand them to sorce relatively large operations requiring

modern technology and facilities for efficient production.

201. The majority of r;mall-scale entrepreneurs in Africa to-day, are not conversant

with highly complex development problems. Characteristically, poor management, lack

of capital, and lack of technical know-how, account for a high rate of small

enterprise mortality.

Scope and coverage

202. Small-scale entrepreneurs in Africa cover an arbitrary r?Jige of industries which,
in any unified geographical, economic or industrial territory, lie between the.

activities which are considered to be rural, cottage, or handicraft, and those which

are referred to as modern and relatively large industries.

203. The pattern of small-scale industries in Africa has a certain recognisable and

distinctive features from those in Asia which depend not only on economic, technical
know-how- scarce factors, but also on their social, cultural and political background.

204. To-day small-scale entrepreneurs have covered all major sectors of economy -

manufacturing, assembling repair services, construction, agro-processing, transport,

forestry, fishing, machining, engineering and rural industries.

Definition

205. It is recognized that within the sr^all-scale industry sector, a distinction can

be made between small-scale entrepreneurship and very small indigenous entrepreneurship.

But it is inportant to stress that definitions of snail-scale enterprises tend to vary

in different countries. There is no uniform definition. There are a nutiber of
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factors which are used in prescribing a definition of small-scale enterprise. In

practice, it is neither possible nor desirable to establish any precise (a) distinction
between small scale enterpreneurship and very small indigenous entrepreneurship and
(b) international criteria for small-scale enterprise,

206. But for the purpose of discussion of this paper, small-scale industry entre
preneurship would cover promotion of small modern sector enterprises with identified
fixed assets (subject to the World Bank ceiling of US$250,000) and identified or
absence of identified managerial specialization. Under this difinition could include

such enterprises as assembling of electric motors, manufacturing, of ball-pens,
electric switches, etc. ;

207. Very small indigenous entrepreneurship cover businesses of very minimal capital
investment in the traditional rural or urban areas such as artisans, carpenters,
maintenance and repair business, tailoring, making of carvings etc. It would also'7'
mean or cover enterprises which are just beginning.

208. It is possible, for the purpose of discussion, to identify problems which are
peculiar to these two sub-divisions, in this chapter the focus of examination is
on small-scale entrepreneurship. The next chapter will deal with very small
indigenous entrepreneurship.

Entrepreneurship motivation

209. small and medium-scale industries and several other very small-scale enterprises
have been initiated and operated by private individuals. The pioneering spirit of
these entrepreneurs has been motivated by innumerable factors. An endevour to
analyse these factors may reveal a combination of several economic, sociological,
psychological and genetic elements of human behaviour.

210. The general pattern of small-scale industries entrepreneurship in all societies
does reflect recognisable and distinctive features waicu vary from economic,
technological, religious beliefs, social, cultural and political systems, alliances
and aspirations of the individuals concerned as well as some historical background
The paramount motivational forces can be summarized broadly as <i) acquisation of
basic needs <ij.) guaranteeing of security for one's family (iii) attaining some
social status (iv) egoistic ambitions and (v) the need for self-fulfilment.

211. Personal perceptions of situational advantages differ from individual to
individual. Some individuals are motivated to be entrepreneurs because of fervent
desires to become self-employed, private and self-controlled in business management.
Situational factors in pursuit of this spirit of business motivation largely depend
on society's cultural and political values and political status of private entrepreneurs
The distribution of successful small-scale entrepreneurs in African countries today
does reflect these elemental values. •

212. From tha government point of view, encc iraging and seeking methods to promote
small-scale sntrepreneurship is based on the premise that:

- -smal.1 -scale enterprises require ininimal capital input; simple and
inexpensive technology;
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small-scale enterprises act as catalysts for industrial development;

s^lll i '
pnt

^ enterprises are needed to make full use of labour force
ica is abundant in rural and urban areas?

SiSSSiSSt368 are U8e£ul in naklllff use of local ra
"■ nS^TalLen-erp^Je3 Create °P^ortunity ^r training skilled labour,-

cater for the mediate market; provide opportunity to obtain high
profz'; on invest&c. cr.oiui.. " '

213. The foregoing list is not exhaustive. It should be stressed that the sector
xs critically important in the total development process of African countries

Characteristics of small-scale entrepreneurs in African countries

(a) Background

215 Most of them started as very small indigenous entrepreneurs; inherited familv
businesses; quired business by purchase from expatriate, after independence Y
entrepreneur worlced in h:g industrial firms, worked as civil servants in^Sil

(b) Business structure

(c) Managgjn^nt structure

their ratwrih, >w ■ 7- * "wre scaDie footing and thus
meir ^apacncy for survival in the hicrhiv rnm^HH™ 1.-.

\Ci) Attxtud*"; to busin^*;^:

52=
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(e) Efficiency

219. This element is related to business attitude; professional background of the
promoters of business; nature of available support services and infrastructure-
general assistance from roverrjnent and the business facilities at their disposal
Many of the snail-scale enterprises can be rated from poor to excellent in terms
of their performance,

(f) General qualifications

220. Some of the African entrepreneurs have capital but low general level of
technical qualifications and unbalanced abilities to manage effectively modern
industries. Others have qualifications but no capital. Those who happen to have
both capital and qualifications usually do not have business experience.

(g) Nature' of business . ■ ■ .

221. Most of them prefer to go for businesses which are simple; involve less capital;
guarantee high profits; depend on local market. All of them shy away from enterprises
or projects with long gestation period.

(h) Productivity

223. One common'denominator is that most of small-scale enterprises using modern
machinery and equipment are characterised by low productivity because of several
internal_and external factors. These include.poor organization, lack of managerial
acills, inadequate capital resources, difficulties of obtaining foreign exchange to
import raw materials.- spare parts, poor maintenance of equipment, unfamiliar use of
technology, ignorance regarding sources of equipment ?nd project design^ and several
other factors related to proper capital use.

224. m brief; these and other environmental factors characterize the main features
of small-scale enterprises and entrepreneurship in African countries.

225. These aforementioned characteristics lead to:

- need for a diagnosis of the sector's problems: its present situation and
specific problems; and its present available human resources; possible
markets and ability to adjust to more efficient methods of work and new
production techniques„

- purpose of diagnosis: finding out the aims and policy of each enterprise;

checking that it is functioning properly; discovering any structural
disequilibrium or functional defect, finding ways of correcting these
defects.

- in-depth examination with the following aims: to decide what should be done
if the firm is in difficult straits; to facilitate the firm's development?
to check from time to time whether these small enterprises run properly and
efficiently. , '
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- to identify potential and actual small-scale entrepreneurs who genuinely

need assistance and support of government and how.

Leadership role of small-seals entrepreneur

226. Recapitulation of basic factors in the rationalization of industrial development

show that unprecented dimensional effort can be made by small enterprises in the

gradual development of structural change in the economy. It is an undisputed fact

that the growth in the number of individual small enterprises in one of the pre

requisite for the survival of any economy.

227. It must not be forgotten that in general small-scale firms in Africa account for

a significant percentage in manpower and gross national product. Hie need to cater

for a new volume of customers and to design production to meet a greater demand, for

goods and services can be achieved through the establishment of a net work of

small-enterprises in all sectors, namely: ;

- manufacturing and assembly;

- processing of products of agriculture, fishing, forestry, and animal

husbandry:

- small mining activities;

- construction and building of dwellings; .

- transport? ..

- communication;

• engi neering ? and

- building industries

- food industries, beverages, etc.

228. The need for accelerated industrialization in African countries involves full

participation cf small-scale entrepreneurship, starting and growing in their small

way some direct productive activities in these sectors and thereby helping the

economy to:

- spread new employment opportunities over the entire spectrum of the

economy at minimum capital expenditure,*

- improve quality of labour and managerial capabilities which can be used

by relatively large-scale industries at some later stage of development;

- introduce new supply for basic products which never existed before and

thereby assists in improving the standard of living of the people

particularly in the rural areas;

- open new venues for the promotion of labour-intensive export products

like African carvings and ivory art works;

- increase capital flows into sub-sectors which otherwise would not have

attracted any kind of modern capital;

- innovative ideas ior economic activities especially introduction of new

modern technology and know-how where it was previously unknown e.g. making

local stoves to obtain maximize benefits from use of local fuel;
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- a small-scale entrepreneur has a relatively batter perception and view of

assessing the demand for his locality and cultural environment and he can,

therefore, fill easily the gap which cannot be perceived and satisfied from

a national overview;

- sinai...-scale ent.>:epreneurs provide great potential for development of

participative management.

Diagnosis of Entrepreneurial Problems

229. Entrepreneurs in African countries particularly in the small industry sector

have certain characteristic handicaps which are inherent in the political-social-

cultural-economic andmanagerial scale-factor. The common-problems include the

following:

- insufficiency of individual capital for risky venture

- Iac3: of principles of business management which has crippled efficiency

of many small" private enterprise

- inability to afford a large payroll; low job security; lack for career

advancement and hence cannot attract good managers.

- Ir.sbili.ty to raise adequate capital as well as working capital

- inability to organize markets, sales and production, organisations,

management, and inability to plan profit and use of reserves and apply

value analysis.

- financial limitation does not permit him to improve capability of his

staff through training

- legal ^nd institutional procedures are sometimes cumbersome and dis

couraging for would be entrepreneurs.

- wher-j entrepreneurs have to put up all the necessary facilities for

starting business, high risks in establishing new ventures has scored

away many of them

~ curt.cuir ?..v.& traditions including some religious beliefs have acted as

ent factors in the promotion of new entrepreneurs

soii-e. potential etitrepreneurs have not been encouraged to come forward

because of social and institutional values which tend to assign low

status to any activities outside the traditional sector.

absence or inadequacy of basic statistical information together with

lirui;ed and: imperfect markets have frustrated many entrepreneurs in

the bmall-industry sector

absence or lack of essential services and facilities such as electricity

and transport in rural areas where cheap labour and land, raw materials,

local demand, and the need for industrialisation and economic development

exist in abundance for small-scale to develop and expand
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- shortage of foreign: exchange and inadequacy'of the facilities for

importing raw materials and machinery, as well as the simultaneously

undeveloped markets for their goods and raw materials which are

being imported .■ :

- lack of advisory and consultancy services-whether economic, technical

or managerial or the inability of entrepreneurs to pay for those

services

- sometimes entrepreneurs are unable to comprehend various regulations,

incentives etc. which they could use for their advantage

- family owned and operated businesses have occasionally suffered because

of family squable or poor and weak management

- other constraints include: lack of guidance to raw materials cr suppliers;

creditworthness being always questionable; absence of willing trainers;

cannot obtain big discounts by bulk purchase; constant machine breakdown.

National Support Measures to Strengthen Capabilities of Small-scale Entrepreneurship

230. The preceding discussions show how difficult it is to know in advance what

information and kind of activity will be most useful to each entrepreneur. The

difficult is clearly demonstrated by the complexity and nature of help individual

entrepreneurs wish to be provided within their own premises. The diversity of

activities of small-scale industries is so vast that it is unthinkable to have a

consultant or plant analyst or specialist in all technical, managerial or

marketing problems. It is therefore essential to seek and find forms of assistance

which both meet the immediate requireirents of small firms and encourage development

of entrepreneurs by conscious efforts. This means that a start must be made with

individual information and direct assistance together with general assistance from

the government and its machinery.

(i) Personal support system

231. - Productivity seminars for sharpening basic understanding of managerial

techniques for performance improvement

- development campaigns organised from door to door by experienced

officers from the ministries of industries or agencies responsible

for promotion of small-scale industries.

- evangelising campaigns intended to make small-scale entrepreneurs

aware of facilities which are available for bettering their operations

- information service facilities such as literatures on small-scale

industries should be made easily accessible to the entrepreneurs.

(ii) Physical support

- this type of support measure would include establishment of facilities .

such as industrial estates, common facilities, and utilities. The

facilities ought.to be provided at subsidized rent.
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- The provision of regular supply of raw materials is very essential

to the success of small-scale enterprises. In view of organizational

problems likely to be faced by inexperienced entrepreneurs, setting up

of raw materials depots by government can render great assistance. What

is being implied here is the setting up of small scale raw materials

organisation or bank. With respect to experienced entrepreneurs an

automatic system of granting permits should be devised.

- provision in each industrial estate of common testing facilities including

quality control methods for the benefit of the small units.

- establishment of a technology intitute for:

(i) encouraging and seeking methods for correcting and making

full utilization of machinery; appropriate machine

operations, and carrying out several other tests for

several problems involved in this area; ■

(ii) adaptation of suitable methods and production for the

indigenous situations of climate and raw materials

available and inadequate skilled manpower

(iii) innovation of the types of machinery suitable to local

situations;

(iv) product design and development;

(v) exploring appropriate technologies of "intermediate

i technology";

(vi) initiating manufacturing research wherever possible;testing

equipment and dissemination of technical know-how.

(vii) training of trainers, advisors, consultants for small-scale

entrepreneurs.

- organisational support with respect to co-operation between small and

large industries;

- assisting to establish service agreement companies which, would involve ..

joint activities in renewal, modernisation and productivity programmes.

The operation should entail tax relief and financial assistance from

government

- sub-contracting clearing houses could be a suitable"innovation

particularly in countries where the infrastructure is highly developed

- establishment of industrial zones in order to enjoy certain fiscal

facilities

(iii) Financial support ■ ;

233. Majority of small-scale entreprenurs experience serious problems in raising.

Initial capital for fixed assets and working capital suggested measures for

financial assistance would include:

- setting-up of special financial institutes or state finance

corporations for providing easy credit to small entrepreneurs;
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- setting-up of special financial institutes or state finance corporations
for providing easy credit to small entrepreneurs;

- -subsidized interests on loans;

- moratorium on-loan repayment for a period of time;

- capital subsidy on investments;

- transport subsidy particularly for small scale units located in

rural and remote areas;

- price support for small industry products.

(iv) ■ Project identification and planning support

234 A feasibility study centre or a small scale industrial study centre should be
setup by government to carry out prefeasibilities studies or prepare project
orofiles which could be made available to the potential entrepreneurs Some
Lcfantsmlor free consultancy services should also be devised particularly for
for new entrants into industrial businesses.

(v) Consultancy services support

235. Small-scale entrepreneurs^ needs a variety of consultancy services. These

services- include the following:

- project design and detailed engineering

- choice of production technology

- selection of machinery and equipment

- monitoring of project construction

- value engineering

- management consulting and problem solving

- production

236. as stated above, the purpose of evangelising process is to make small-scale
entrepreneurs aware of these vital services.

(Vi) National committee for small-scale industries

237. An establishment of a liaison committee composed of a cro^^ "LVZ?*

this body and the planning authority.

(vii) Marketing support , .

Sf

trading outlets
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(viii) Standardization and quality control

239 Establishment of institutions such as standard bureaux to be used for testino
standardization and quality control of products from small-scale enterprises?9'

^eL ^^^ Particularl* if ^ Products have potential for

Appropriate technology support

entrePreneurs in techniques of production, design of

?roducts throu3" R and D and innovations which williTpro
enterprises, ^is type of technology input requires substanSS
ltT^^ *°^^* ***-— which s^l-scale

^stitutional.infrastructure and procedural support

effective distance to small-scale,entrepreneurs, a nuntoer
fnecessary to Provide the back-up support such as banks and

-scale promotional agencies. The activities of these institutions need,
fxrst, co-ordxnation and second, location in certain logistic zones where they
can render maximum services. A single co-ordinating agency would be the most

SP2c^v VtraTW- A ^ilti^licity of s^vices to be offered by different groups
is likely to confuse yound and inexperienced entrepreneurs.

(xi) Training and manpower development

but'the b^ fecognised^at ^e Problems of small-scale entrepreneurs are several
t^r-T ^aS1C1°nes calUn^ f°r improvement are normally located in weak management
Poor technical capacity, labour management understanding, training of workers
Productivity and efficiency aspects, quality and cost control systems. In all
Se IS of management and technology, small-scale entrepreneurs and managers
are ^ficient. Proper small-scale development institutes should be established

n0Se th6S6 PrObleinS and Provide optional solutions to the

(xii) Other Measures

243. - increase campaign of mass-technical education among all classes and
groups of people within the country

- spread technical literacy in primary and secondary school

- prepare a comprehensive strategy for small-scale industriss
covering all sectors of the economy

- demarcate area of industrial activities reserved for small-scale industries

\-l °f laWS for Prote<*ing small-scale industries and
types of advantages and incentives for promoting them

- government to prepare guarantee schemes to provide loan protection
or security to small scale entrepreneurs
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set up 'Industrial Clinics' with appropriate industrial experts and

specialists to render assistance to small-scale entrepreneurs

use mass media and audio-video techniques, such as television and cinima

to promote the psychological value of technical work in small industrial

enterprises. , - v
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CHAPTER VII

VERY SB1ALL INDIGENOUS ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Introduction

244. Another important activity in the small-scale industry sector which needs

highlighting is the contribution of very small indigenous entrepreneurship.

One specific feature of the very small entrepreneurs in African countries is

the spread of activities all over the country. Their activities are normally

located in close proximity to the users of their products or services - for

example, carpenters, watch repairers, shoes-repairers, black smiths, silver and

gold smiths, weavers, - and to large scale industries in order to make use of

some industrial wastes - for example, small leather goods activities such as

making of leather keyholders, wallets, watchbelts etc. are normally found around

a large-scale leather industry.

245. The development of cottage industries and handicrafts centred in areas where

local raw materials are available is a significant pattern of traditional

activities by very small scale entrepreneurs in Africa. Mention may be made of

basket-making. carpet and mat-making, wood-carvings, ivory-carvings, traditional

African furniture-making-stools, beds - pottery-making, brick-making, canoe-cutting

and so forth. These are characteristically found where local raw materials are

available.

246. It would be pertinent to mention in this connection that Governments of

African countries have realised the value of these activities by very small scale

entrepreneurs in the promotion of the small-scale sector development. Several

very small units of the type discussed here have mushroomed in all sectors of

economy. In the case of hand-made traditional garments, wood and ivory carvings,

leather products to mention a few, some superior expertise has been developed

to make these items for tourists and export markets.

247. It hes to be a&titted, however, that in view of the heterogeinty of the

products and the very informal structure of organisation of these entrepreneurs,

governments of most African countries have not been able to render substantial

assistance to this sub-sector of small-scale industries- One technical problem

is that how does the government render such assistance to a group which is

amorphous and scattered allover the country? To plan and co-ordinate the develop

ment of very small entrepreneurship in the entire country a special government

institution has to be set up to undertake a survey of these activities, study

their problems and potential for growth and work out ways and means for assisting

them individually or collectively. An important facility which many governments

have undertaken to provide is the establishment of industrial estates and common

facilities. These centres are intended to provide a focus through which further

government assistance can be channelled with ease to all entrepreneurs having

their units in the industrial estate.
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Scope and coverage .-. r :-

248« very small^ indigenous private enterprises or businesses are found in all

sectors of economy^ manufacturing, food and agro-processing■, engineering, building

and construction, transport, communication, forestry, fishery, assembly, metallurgy

etc. It is not the intention,_pf the paper to make a pathological analysis of the

activities being undertaken by tfiese entrepreneurs in each of these sectors. It
might be useful to" state that the requirements of these, entrepreneurs are not
uniform; but they have common problems in management, finance, technology,
technical skills, infrastructure, marketing, training, raw material, equipment,
infrastructure and other related problems which affect their growth and productivity.

Definition

249. As it was discussed in the previous chapter, it is neither possible nor

desirable to attempt to establish a definition of very small entrepreneur. In
the context of most African countries these small business entrepreneurs are known.
They are found in the villages, industrial places, near the market places, at the

comer of streets, in the industrial estates, at the backyard of several residential
areas. They normally do..not have offices, organised labour force, good working

facilities. They do not even keep books of accounts. Many of them lack adequate
space for working efficiently or keeping their inventories.

250. In terms of their fixed assets, they do not have proper premises or adequate

tools. In value terms, their assets are worth a few hundreds of US dollars only.

251. In other words, these enterprises under this group are characterized by low
fixed investment as well as the level of employment.

252. The foregoing sketchy description or definition of very small entrepreneurs
covers four broad areas of their activities:

- business in the rural industries such as boat or canoes-building,
brick-making, and the like

- cottage and handicraft industries

- modern industries: brick-making, wood based business, saw milling, iron
based products, stone quarries, etc.

- ancillary enterprises - radio repair and assembling, watch repairs, or
jobbing businesses in general

253. As observed above, it is difficult to draw a line between normal small scale

enterprises and very small scale enterprises. The general pattern is that many

small-scale industries in Africa passed through the preliminary stage of very'small
enterprises.

254. In some countries some attempt has been made to classify .the activities of

small-scale entrepreneurs in their various sectors in terms of:

- the number of qualified personnel employed

- plant and equipment owned

- total value of cash and fixed assets
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Characteristics of very small Indigenous Entreprenurship in Africa

255. An important feature of very small indigenous entrepreneurs is that the majority
are of African origin. They are few countries which jnay present a different pattern
because the group may include entrepreneurs of non-African origin. This is

particularly true in East Africa where this group of entrepreneurs also includes
citizens of Asian origin. One of the weakest conditions of very small indigenous
entrepreneurs is that their activities hardly present any formal structure. Their

structures are armophous and do not reflect any business outlook^ Among their
common features are the following:

(a) Nature of establishments

- tney do not have permanent work place

- they employ casual labour , , ..

- they do not keep books of account

- their activities in urban areas are located at some strategic position -
street corner, market place, near a factory. In rural areas the

operations are infront or at the back of one's house or temporary
sheds are built near the raw materials

(b) Organisation structure

- family ownership

- one ntan' s show

- co-operative ownership

- partnership

- concentration of authority by proprietors

(c) Management structure

- no organisation structure

- no job descriptions for employees

- authority and responsibility on all issues is vested in the

proprietor himself

- strict discipline by the proprietor

- no delegation of powers or responsibilities.

(d) Altitude to work :

? paries from individual to individual. Common characteristics:

- lack of formalities

- involvement in too many sideline activities

- premises sometime open at the conveniency of the owner

- no formal work programme

- no rigid schedule of work

~ not always concerned about his customers' satisfaction
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- mistrust and family squabbles regarding business

- lack of motivation to improve productivity and growth of

enterprises

- aspirations are too limited - a sort of peasant irentality

- do not bother to obtain expert advice - small-thinking

- limited monetary incentives

- high preference for leisure

(e) General performance

- low productivity due to use of out-dated technology

- inadequate technical knowledge

-low level of education and training ,

■- absence of need for production and productivity targets

- generally satisfied with low production to meet the bare basic

necessities

(f) Quality of work .

This element varies from poor to satisfactory. In the cottage and

handicraft industries, products of high quality are being produced.

In the modern sector quality has not been satisfactory due to:.

- employment of inexperienced and unqualified cheap workers

- unsophistication of the entrepreneur himself

- ineffective work supervision and planning

- use of poor raw materials

- lack of proper maintenance of production equipment

- lack of production control

- lack of good equiprnert to work'with

- lack of technical education, technical skill

- lack of advisory or extension services.

256. In brief, these are basic characteristics of very small indigenous entrepreneurs

in Africa. There are other ones of lesser importance but when added together they

raise a number of basic issues and problems for consideration and solutions.

Areas of small indigenous entrepreneurship

257. In view of the several advantages of small-scale enterprises and the

absorbtive capacity of the abundant labour potential in African countries, both

small-scale entrepreneurship and very small indigenous entrepreneurship deserve

to be given great priority in the national economic development plans. As in
the case of the promotional role of small-scale entrepreneurship, there is no

doubt that very small indigenous entrepreneurship can contribute considerably to

the growth of the national product and facilitate a large measure of export

promotion programmes particularly fancy products from the cottage artisan and
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handicraft industries. Classical example of high quality products for export markets

is found from tha Ethiopia Cottage and Handicraft Industries. The products range

from hand-made garments to making of jewellery items from gold and silver. Both

East Africanand West Africa have a high potential growth for export of wood based

products (such as carvings) and ivory and leather iten-s fro™ traditional rural

indutries including cottage and handicraft industries.

258. Among the significant areas of; entrepreneurial role of very small indigenous

entrepreneurship, the following are considered to be of importance:

- promotion of rural industries. The importance of this sector varies

according to the degree of rural industrial development in each country.

It must be said that in some countries rural raw material based industries

have gathered monientum. This is particularly in wood based business such

as making chairs, tables, canoes and boats for fishing and sports; clay

products; ceramics? stone quarries; stone polishing and marble; blacksmiths

for hoes, knives, cutlery, etc. . These products are essential in the

construction and building industries. Apart from linkage with the construction

and building industries, they employ a lot of workers.

The ether category of rural industries include those which can cater for

mass consumption such as milling industries - maize, rice, wheat, teff, millet;

bakery industries; fish-smoking; tailoring.

- promotion of cottage and handicraft industries. These two sectors have

been traditionally monopolised by very small indigenous entrepreneurs.

In view of the intensity of the labour force needed and also because of

the potential export for the products from this sector, leadership of

very small indigenous entrepreneurs plays a crucial role in the national

developmental effort.

- ancillary and service industries. Included in this category are jobbing

businesses ^repair and maintenance workshops). The efforts of small

businessmen in putting up these services are less conspicuous but the

services rendered to the public are glaring anc- are of immense value.

Examples of such services are repairing of vehicles at a local inconspicuous

cciraga; a carpenter at a corner of a street; a shoe-repairer at the

backyard or verandah of residential houses? a manufacturer of charcoal stoves;

a plumber and an electrician to mention a few.

259. In brief, it can be concluded that, generally speaking that very small

indigenous entrepreneurs have an enormous role to play in the industrialisation

process of Africa. Their contribution to the econoiry is undoubtedly of great

importance for economic, social, scientific and technological development in the

different communities of any country.
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Problems of very small Indigenous Entrepreneurs

260. Several problems impede the growth and productiver.y performance of very small

entrepreneurs all over Africa. Although these problem are similai to those

discussed in the preceding chapter under small-scale entrepreneurs, their degree

of magnitude is rather different,

261. In summary, their major problems are as follows:

(a) Finance

- commercial banks are unwilling to lend money to very small entre-

. preneurs because they lack collateral or have no previous good

business records to support their application for credit. The

same problems which applies to peasants. -

- loan repayment periods are short while interest rates are high.

- there are no Entrepreneurs' Development Banks to offer soft funds

to this category of entrepreneurs.

' - U-'y have no capital for building infrastructures for their
■ activities

- advisory and extension services for the category are non-existent.

<b> Quality of skills

Many of these entrepreneurs in African countries are illiterate or

have obtained primary education only. Lack of good education back

ground inhibits their performance in business, efficiency and

expansion

(c) Lack of public encouragement

Some potential entrepreneurs have not beer, encouraged to come forward

because of social and institutional values Vaich tend to assign low

status to any activities outside the traditional rural agricultural

activities

(d) Unfavourable operating environment

: Mos't of African countries are passing through a difficult period.

Their economies are characterized by shortages of several essential

items including spare parts. These, elements have adversely affected

the operations of many entrepreneurs particularly the very small ones

who do not have a voice in the government.

262. Finally, an examination of the earlier problems which-effect small-scale
industries as stated at the beginning, all apply to this group of entrepreneurs.
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Areas of Assistance and Support

263. Very small indigenous entrepreneurs in the context diseased in this paper
need several ways of supports. A number of support measures discussed in the
preceding chapter would also be relevant and applicable to this category of

entrepreneurs.

264. Among the major constraints affecting very small indigenous entrepreneurs is
productivity. Possible areas of assistance to increase productivity would call
for extra measures, namely, public assistance and entrepreneurs' own self-improvement,

(a) Public assistance

(i) Job continuity

Many workers in Africa have the habit of changing business lines
because of fluctuations in the nature of business itself. As
a result, it is difficult for these businesses to improve their

quality of work. The high rates of turnovers of staff cripples
the efficiency of these small-scale enterprises. It is difficult

for the very small indigenous entrepreneur to retain for a
reasonable length of period a squad of reliable and experienced
personnel without public support. This is an area for research
by Government in order to find ways and means of providing public

support and to ensure job continuity in some of these organised
very small enterprises which are nationally very useful.

(ii) Training

In majority of cases, very small indigenous enterprises lack
managerial and technical skills. A well planned training programme

could naturally increase productivity of these enterprises.

The group n-eds first to be identified and their requirements

should be assessed. Public support can be in the form of:

. formal classroom type of training

. mobile classrooms to the rural areas

. on the job training on some established businesses

training overseas in similar activity

(iii) Support services

Several types of services can be rendered but the most useful

ones are:

. technical support services

. materials and plant

The nature of these services have already been discussed in

the preceding discussion.
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Financial Support

Financial difficulties encountered by.very small indigenous

>.: entrepreneurs have earlier been examined with, respect to-almost

T; all categories of entrepreneurs. Public support with respect

. financial assistance to very small indigenous can be tackled in
several ways; . .

■■= '••''■■■'■ . establishment of entrepreneurs1 bank

. administration of small-scale fund by existing
development financial institutions

. arrangement of hire-purchase schemes by agency responsible
for promoting ? all-scale industries

. establishment of government guarantees scheme to lending
institutions

. nominal rent to industrial estate units for very small
indigenous entrepreneurs

. liberal interest charges and long repayment periods of
capital loans.

(b) Own improvement

(i) Committment to work

. proper selection of busiiies^activity*-i?ased on ability
and sense of seriousness

dedication to work

. self-disciple and leadership .'

(ii) Co-operation

. teaming up of very small indigenous enterprises

. establishing links with large or medium scale industries

The benefits from such co-operation include:

economies of scale

. healthy corporate image which could inspire confidence

, pooling together technical, managerial, financial and
equipment resources

. instituting and operating a management mechanism that
could reduce costs and improve -efficiency
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265. To sum up, it is recognised that there are a nurrber of ~ combination and

permutation of support measures at national level which can improve productivity

and development of very small indigenous entrepreneurship. Promoting a better

knowledge of the problems and solutions facing very small entrepreneurs, through

adult education system, seminars, radio, newspaper, brochures and bulletins,

door-to-door teaching and extensive information services to all entrepreneurs

in the rural areas can help a great deal. Government agencies responsible

for promotion small-size and medium-size enterprises should constantly organise

intensive campaigns to motivate and assist aspiring entrants into the

entrepreneurial career through various aids.
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VIII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

266. The entrepreneurial role of the various groups discussed in the preceding

chapters in the industrial field cannot be examined in a vacuum. Their roles

will always be influenced by broader national environments, political and

constitutional structures, objectives and goals of each entrepreneurial group,

the investment laws of each country, the level of entrepreneurial, technical

and managerial capabilities and the overall socio-economic context.

267. In considering the implementation of,the Lagos Plan of Action with respect

to the priority industries and other objectives related to industrial self-

sustainment and self-reliance, the question of entrepreneurship need to be

examined in terms of potential areas* for industrial development contribution>;

basic issues and .problems and national measures for improving performance of all

categories of entrepreneurs and their enterprises. These aspects should be

seen in the light of real life situations existing in African countries. The

role of entrepreneurships discussed in this report has provided in a nutshell a

fund of experience on their potential contribution to industrial development and

their specific situational issues and problems.

268. Recommendations of itnproving entrepreneurial performance for each group have

been made in each specific case discussed above. In the conviction that governments

can play a basic role in the advancement of entrepreneurship promotion in industrial

development, great importance is, therefore, attached to these specific support

measures recommended for each entrepreneurial group. To this end, it is not

intended to reproduce them here.

269. Nevertheless it is of paramount importance to stress that the circumstances

of African countries differ from one to another and that no universal prescription

of measures could be given which would be applicable to all of them. However,

in addition to the specific measures discussed in this report, the following,
general reconsnendations are intended to cover all entrepreneurial groups:

- in order to maximize contribution from all categories of entrepreneurs

in industrial development, African countries should formulate their

national policies in such way as to facilitate the achievement of their
socio-economic-political aspirations. This means proper identificational

and definition of goals and objectives from which policies.of industxialization

can be formulated. ■

- in view of the intricacies of foreign investors and joint ventures in

formulating their worthwhile investment propositions in a host country,

it is recommende.d that African countries should develop and improve

their capacity for investment negotiations and agreements. Some model

agreements prepared by UNIDO, UNCTAD etc. can provide useful inputs in this

respect ;
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governments should formulate proper guidelines for manpower training through

foreign enterprises including joint ventures operating in host countries.

criteria for selecting and approving joint venture and foreign investments

respectively, need to be worked out by government to ensure maximum gain

to the economy. The criteria should also provide incentives for promoting

joint venture-foreign entrepreneurship

the need to formulate national science policies for guiding the pattern of

technology development through foreign investment is essential. This

responsibility can be entrusted to National Research Councils or any other

technology research bodies.

■establishment of research centres in Africa will remain for a long time

a responsibility of government. It is the duty of government to guide

the nature of research work and to ensure that results do reach all

categories of entrepreneurs. This will certainly facilitate performance

of their enterprises.

in view of the characteristic bottlenecks prevalent in' all types of
enterprise management, government technical assistance in this area is

urgently needed.

with respect to the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Acticu, government

has a responsibility of providing guidelines for all groups of entrepreneurs,

There isf for example, a most urgent need for policy makers, civil servants,

state enterprise managers, private investors and trainers in effective

industrial entrepreneurship to get together for a courageous and intensive

examination of the best strategy to implement the projects included in the

plan.

it would be desirable for African countries and their various groups of

entrepreneurs to establish a systent of exchanging views and experiences

on a periodical basis on all matters related to implementation of the

Lagos Industiral Strategy Plan.

the establishment of an integrated industrial plan and preparation of

comprehensive pre-investment or pre-feasibility studies of priority

industries or industrial sectors is a responsibility of government. This

is an essential input for investment decisions by prospective entrepreneurs.

The critical industries incorporated in the Lagos Plan of Action will need

to be examined singly and jointly by African countries with a view;to

identifying which projects can be implemented at national or regional or

subregional level.

the starting point for moulding a pioneering spirit and effective entre

preneurial role of 'captains of industries' is clarity and specifications

of objectives, sectors and policies for investing in those sectors. This

is an aspect which need to be included in the details of government

industrial policy.
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it is important to stress that effective entrepreneurial role requires to

be backed by government support and professional skills, and consequently

, entrepreneurial training, information and other basic industrial

facilities and infrastructure have to be provided by Government.

- in order to facilitate implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action,

governments are obliged to identify industries in which joint venture

arrangements could be arranged between African countries and foreign

enterprise, cr :i:.x-.g African countrie themselves.

- promotion of small-scale and state enterprise industries can be enhanced

by organised tours to other developing countries like India, Mexico or

Brazil. These arrangements can be initiated by government on a bilateral

technical assistance agreements.

- in addition to industrial tours, government organised seminars on a

a regional basis crm be very useful strategy for bringing together policy

makers, state enterprise managers, chambers of commerce and industries,

private local businessmen, foreign investors, bankers and small-scale

industrialists. Such gatherings can intensify consciousness of the

importance of ind-;.?trial complementarity and development at national or

regional or subrogional level. The input for such seminars should be

projects consicl^rsd essential for iimplementation by different groups of

entrepreneurs.

- African governments should endevour to establish continental or regional

facilities such as a) consultancy services, b) management institutes,

c) research centres d) joint pilot schemes etc. These facilities

are essential in promoting multinational projects as well as national

projects. African industry should also patronise those regional centres

and institutions already set up to develop industrial capabilities *J

the role of international institutions in promoting industrial development

is very crucial. Continental or regional centres are highly susceptible

to external absistance and provide good focus for inter-continental

co-operation. Priority in establishing such centres in Africa is very

important

270. In conclusion, it could be said that there are several combinations and permutations

of measures which could improve upon the productivity and entrepreneurship role of

various groups discussed in this report. This, however, depends upon several factors

among which adequate management, technical know-how, manpower development, basic

facilities, clarity of policy issues on goals and objectives and incentives to entrepreneurs

are of crucial importance.

5/ Regional Centre for Engineering Design and Manufacturing; African Regional Centre

for Technology; African Institute for Higher Technical Training and Research; African

Industrial Development Fu.id.
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